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Editorial: Exercise caution on Halloween

Coming Out Week 2013

Campus-wide events focus on trans-sexuality Page

New
circuits
lab in
Barrows
Cameron Paquette
For The Maine Campus

On
Oct.
8,
the
newly renovated Texas
Instruments (TI) circuits
lab was officially unveiled
in Barrows Hall on the
University
of
Maine
campus as part of a
collaboration between the
university and electronic
hardware company Texas
Instruments.
The
lab
features brand new tables,
circuit boards, computers
and storage for a total
investment of $60,000.
The opening ceremony
was attended by TI’s
Director of Engineering
Workforce Development
and
Chief
Diversity
Officer Steve Lyle as well
as 25 UMaine alumni who
journeyed up from the
National Semiconductor
plant
acquired
by
TI in 2011. Donald
Hummels, professor and
Chair of the Electrical
Engineering Program at
UMaine, also attended.
“It’s a nice modern
lab now,” Hummels said.
“There is an immediate
difference when you walk
in […] I get comments
from students saying,
‘Why don’t we do this in
other labs?’”
In addition to the
$60,000 spent by TI for the
renovation, the university
chipped in an additional
$15,000 for infrastructure
renovations.
Some
of
these renovations included
asbestos removal as well
as updating the circuitry
within the building to bring
it up to modern safety
standards.
“We invest in education
in many ways at TI, one
of which is by helping to
provide exciting spaces
like this that helps to
nurture and grow the
best engineering talent,
building a pipeline for our
future workforce,” Lyle
said at the lab’s opening
ceremony.
Texas
Instruments
spends more than $25
million
on
university
recruiting, marketing and
research with various
universities across the
country. All of this is done
in an attempt to aid students
with learning science,
technology,
engineering
and math so that they are
more prepared to work
once they graduate.
“They want visibility
See TI Lab on A
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Men’s Hockey defeats UMass

Black Bears outscore UMass 11-6 in two games
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Verve burrito restaurant opens
second location in Bangor
Abe, Heather Furth celebrate with friends and family day before official Oct. 22 opening
Cameron Paquette
News Editor

Everyone has seen them:
they’re on nearly every
pinup board on campus.
They’re the Verve posters
that show the various customers who have visited or
eaten at Verve and the notable things they do.
On Tuesday, Oct. 22,
University of Maine alumni Heather and Abe Furth
opened their second Verve
burrito shop in downtown
Bangor. After almost two
years of development at the
new location at 89 Main St.
in Bangor, the young entrepreneurial couple held a
family and friends day on
Sunday, Oct. 20 as an unveiling before the official
opening on Tuesday. Many
of the local celebrities from
their advertisements were
in attendance.
One of these was Maine
State Representative Adam
Goode, a UMaine alumnus who can be seen running a cross country race in
one of the many posters in
the store. The Furths were
excited to see so many of
their supporters in attendance.
“Adam’s on a poster
over here,” Abe Furth said.
“We actually had some
people stopping and asking
about [Goode].”
Abe Furth and Heather
Cressey were both undergraduates at the University

of Maine in 2001. Cressey
studied biology and Furth
studied English. That summer, the two went on a twomonth trip across the country. While on the west coast
in California and Oregon,
they ate a lot of burritos
made by roadside vendors
and found them to be better than anything they had
eaten before.
“We spent a lot of time
on the coast of California
and ate a ton of burritos.
It was our first experience
with that style of burrito,”
Abe Furth said. “We paid
those guys for their recipes.”
“We’ve changed them,”
Heather Furth said. “We’ve
taken those [recipes] and
made them healthier. We
want to take our experience
and bring it up here.”
After the two of them
graduated in 2004, they
launched the business endeavor that would lead
them to where they are now.
In 2005, the couple opened
Woodman’s Bar & Grill on
31 Main St., Orono. Both
of them had prior experience in the restaurant business and saw it as a good
start toward their goals.
“Our biggest education
was working,” Abe Furth
said. “We both worked in
the service industry […]
working through college
and understanding how to
work. We fell in love with
the business.”

“We were 23 when we
started Woodman’s. We
were young and dumb
enough to think that we
could do it,” Heather Furth
said. “We just worked all
the time and made it happen.”
After three years of operating Woodman’s, the
Furths bought the building
on Mill Street in Orono that
is now home to the original
Verve.
“Our prior experience
was with restaurants more

similar to Woodman’s so
we went with the Woodman’s concept first,” Abe
Furth said. “We always
planned on creating a burrito shop.”
Since then, the Furths
have enjoyed steady growth
in their businesses. In January 2012, after spotting
the building on Main Street
in Bangor in the local real
estate listings, they decided to buy it and start their
largest endeavor yet.
“It was a huge under-

taking,” Abe Furth said.
“We’ve had between four
and nine contractors in here
every day since January.”
In order to create the
new space, the wall separating the two ground floor
rooms was knocked down
and a support structure was
put in place to keep the
building structurally sound.
A total of seven apartments
are located above the Verve
in Bangor and the Furths
See Verve on A3

Christie Edwards • Staff Photographer

The Bangor Verve, located on 89 Main St., opened it’s doors Tuesday

Dam removal assists Penobscot River Restoration Project
Danielle Walczak

For The Maine Campus
For the first time in 180
years, water from the Penobscot River flowed through a
section where the remnant
Coffer Dam, behind the now

removed Veazie Dam, used
to be, on Friday in Eddington. Volunteers worked on the
shores to help save stranded,
dewatered mussels.
The Removal of the Coffer Dam, Great Works Dam
and, most recently, the Veazie

Dam have set into motion the
restoration of the Penobscot
River. The project began in
2009 when baseline assessments commenced and to be
completed in 2014.
The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration

Danielle Walczak - Staff Writer

Ana Rapp throws common mussels into the deeper center of the Penobscot River in
preparation for Sunday’s four-foot river drop down.
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invested $7.3 million through
an American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act to jumpstart
the river restoration.
The Veazie Dam removal
will help restore about 225
acres of in-stream habitats, 65
acres of streamside habitat and
will reestablish the connection
and function of 188,000 acres
of wetland habitats, according
to the Bangor Daily News.
By the spring, 11 species
of fish will be able to swim
upstream for the first time in
180 years, according to Josh
Royte, Maine’s Senior Conservation Planner at the Nature Conservancy.
“Ecologically there will
be this burst of energy,” said
Royte who said the health of
the river system directly impacts the people living around
it. Especially the Penobscot
Nation, whose tribal fishing
rights, established in a treaty,
have been squandered due to
the lack of fish in the river.
Since August when the
first river drawdowns began with the removal of the
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Veazie Dam, volunteers, organized by the Penobscot
River Restoration Trust, have
scoured the coastline looking
for three State-threatened species of mussel moving them
to a safe habitat and throwing
more than a hundred thousand common mussels back
into deeper water, according
to Beth Swartz, of the Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.
Although the Restoration
project includes the refurbishing of many different river
animals, species and habitats,
with the final drop down on
Sunday, many mussels were
dewatered after four feet of
the riverbank was exposed,
making them a focus in recent
times.
Mussels are filter feeders,
consuming particles like bacteria, algae and detritus, thus
important for the river system.
“You can imagine how
much water is filtered every
day by millions of freshwater
See Penobscot on A4
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UMSG election preview: Mixed feelings on Orono’s
Ortiz and Dumas up front new business direction
Liam Nee

Asst. News Editor
With the annual University of Maine Student Government fall elections quickly
approaching, a crucial time of
the year falls upon those with
opinions to be heard, votes to
be swayed and promises to be
made.
Open for challenge are the
offices of president and vice
president, as well as 35 General Student Senate (GSS) seats.
UMSG elections are perhaps the closest UMaine gets
to contested political battles,
and sometimes the audience is
in for quite a treat with interesting campaign techniques,
thought-provoking debate arguments and personable, lastsecond meet-and-greets.
Politics’ incohesive nature
effectively blocks its existence
at family functions. It yields
conflict. Sadly, in this year’s
two executive elections, there
will be no conflict.
Two candidates will run
unopposed.
Aaron Ortiz, a third-year
engineering student, was the
only candidate to officially fill
out papers for president, while
political science and legal
studies student Jake Dumas
was the only to do so for the
vice president position.
This doesn’t take away
from Ortiz or Dumas’ ability or willingness to get the
job done; however, it makes
their roads to office considerably easier — a factor that, for
better or worse, bypasses any
room for conflict.
Ortiz, a graduate of John
Bapst Memorial High School
in Bangor, is the current vice
president of UMSG.
He began his involvement
with student government at
John Bapst and didn’t miss
a beat after setting foot in
Orono, joining the GSS during his first week on campus.
After serving on the Executive
Budgetary Committee (EBC)
for three semesters, Ortiz applied for and won the vacant

vice president position during
the spring and fall semesters
of 2013.
Dumas, a graduate of Lewiston High School, is currently
a member of the GSS and
EBC.
He’s the president of
UMaine’s Class of 2016 and
spent this past summer interning in one of U.S. Representative Michael Michaud’s district offices.
Both Ortiz and Dumas are
counselors at the American
Legion Dirigo Boys State
program, a week-long leadership and government-oriented
educational summer program
for high school juniors in the
state of Maine, held each June
at Thomas College in Waterville.
Ortiz says he decided to
run for president at the beginning of the school year.
“Having been involved for
over two years now, I’ve seen
how much a president can do
during their term, and I hope
to continue on the successes
the presidents in recent years
have had,” Ortiz said. “I believe the knowledge and experience I have with the system
will help me do an effective
job as president.”
Dumas’ pursuing of the
vice presidential position will,
he hopes, allow him to “improve the ‘college of our heart
always.’”
“I believe [the office of
vice president] to be both an
important position and one
that I could carry out effectively,” Dumas said. “I have
been a leader in my community and on campus, doing what
I can to try and improve every
student’s experience here at
UMaine
Ortiz has “a long list” of
things he hopes to see accomplished as president, but
he outlined a few major ones
worth sharing.
“One thing that needs to be
improved is the transparency
of UMSG,” Ortiz said. “I hope
to have students understand
what student government is

Police
Beat

in the car and gave Catania
a field sobriety test, which
he failed. Catania was then
brought back to the University Police Department where
he was found to have a blood
alcohol level of .13. Catania
was given a summons and
released.

The best from
UMaine’s finest
By Cameron Paquette
News Editor

her knowing and had taken
the car without her permission.

10/17
11:02 p.m. Late night
burn
Ryan Jameson, 18, of
Somerset Hall was summonsed for sale and use of
drug paraphernalia. An R.A.
in Somerset Hall alerted patrolling officers of an odor
of marijuana coming from
the second floor. The R.A.
also told the officers that they
had seen the kids walking
toward the woodbine in the
Hilltop parking lot. Officers
approached the woodbine
and found Jameson with
some friends smoking marijuana. Jameson turned over
his weed and a bong and was
summonsed.

10/18
9:22 p.m. Bear Pong
Seven students were summonsed for illegal possession
and consumption of alcohol
by a minor after a an apparent
dorm party in Knox Hall was
halted by police. Officers on
foot patrol in Knox Hall were
drawn to a room on the first
floor where they could hear
loud music playing. From outside the room they could hear
kids talking about drinking.
When one of the occupants
opened the door to leave, officers saw beer cans as well as
a beer pong table in the room.
Louie Vertullo, 18, Timothy
King, 18, Thomas Donahue,
18, Robert Delvecchio, 18,
Darby Hogan, 18, Chelsea
Sutton, 18, and Abigail Hodgkins, 19 were all charged.

11:23 p.m. “I was only
borrowing it”
James Carroll, 18, was
handed a summons for theft
by unauthorized use of personal property after “borrowing” someone’s car. The
female owner of the car is an
acquaintance of Carroll and
had let him borrow the car in
the past. The owner reported
the car missing and when she
was filing the report with an
officer Carroll drove into the
parking lot in her car. Carroll had a copy of her car key
made at Wal-Mart without

here for and also how they
may be able to get involved to
improve this campus.
“We are looking to get
more students interested in
joining and I will be making a
big advertising push to try and
get our name out there,” Ortiz
said.
Ortiz also plans on working with administration to find
a way to make facilities on
campus more affordable.
“Since students already
pay tuition and a student activity fee, it’s within reason to
assume they should be able to
use facilities on campus without paying an incredibly high
price,” Ortiz said. “This would
allow students and organizations to be more successful
without having to worry about
prices at their own university.”
As vice president, Dumas
plans to attend to both his own
goals and the president’s.
“A couple issues that have
gained a lot of attention lately are the cost for clubs on
campus to use UMaine facilities and convenient parking
for commuter students on
campus,” Dumas said. “The
amount of freshman housing available also seems to be
problem, especially with some
living in triples and common
rooms this year.
“I hope to address all of
these issues by working with
the administration and students here at UMaine in order
to find satisfying solutions,”
Dumas said.
As for the GSS elections,
there will be 37 senators competing for the 35 seats, something that, according to UMSG
President Kim Dao, hasn’t
happened in “a long time.”
Election Day will be held
this Thursday, Oct. 31 from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. on FirstClass.
Physical ballots will also be
available in the Wade Center
for Student Leadership during
this time.
Absentee polls will open
on Tuesday, Oct. 29 at 9 a.m.

10/19
2:01 a.m. Little bit of left,
little bit of right
Anthony Catania, 18, was
given a summons for operating under the influence after
officers pulled him over and
found him drunk behind the
wheel. A patrolling officer
stopped Catania at the intersection of Rangeley Road
and Long Road due to Catania weaving all over the road.
The officer smelled liquor

2:17 p.m. Trashed tailgater
John Feigenbaum, 24, was
summonsed for trespassing
at the University of Maine’s
Homecoming football game.
Tailgaters are allowed to
drink before the game and
during half-time but not during play. An officer on patrol
in lot C found Feigenbaum
drinking and told him to stop
or he would be forced to
leave. The visibly intoxicated
Feigenbaum refused and was
escorted off the premises. Feigenbaum was later discovered
drinking in the same lot once
again and was arrested and
given a summons for criminal
trespassing.
10/20
12:00 a.m. Gannett after-party
Five students were summonsed for possession and
consumption of alcohol by a
minor. Officers on foot patrol
in Gannett Hall heard loud
music coming from a room
on the third floor of Gannett.
Officers then went to the
room and found five underage students drinking. Brian
McNulty, 19, and Patrick
McNamara, 19 are the roommates and hosted the others.
Gabriel Pelletier, 18, Divya,
Hill-Sobti, 18, and Madeline
Scop, 18 were all summonsed
in addition to McNulty and
McNamara.

Small business owners feeling left out of town’s future
center — a specialty center,
which is where many other
For The Maine Campus
small towns have headed.
With the closing of two
“Downtowns are finding
retail stores in the last month,
ways to recover, to discover
Orono is in the midst of what
new roles that are good and
town officials are calling a
strong roles,” Richert said.
natural economic transition
In Richert’s opinion, Orono
that has been going on for
is headed “towards becomyears.
ing a specialty center with
“What’s really happening
restaurants and certain types
is that downtown is in the
of specialty goods, arts and
midst of a long-term transientertainment.”
tion,” said Orono Town PlanRoberta Bradson, owner
ner Evan Richert. “Downand operator of The Store
town Orono is not immune
Ampersand in downtown
to the competition of suburOrono, attributed the change
ban strips and the malls.”
of roles to a rise of competiPark’s Hardware, the
tion from the Bangor area.
oldest retail store in Orono,
“It’s slowly worse every
closed its doors at the end of
year,” Bradson said. “It is
August this year. Following
definitely not what [Orono]
shortly after,
was 18 years
Metropolitan
ago.”
Soul, the newEighteen
“If five stores open, two are
est retail shop
years ago,
economically bound to close.”
in downtown,
when Bradclosed after
son bought
two years of
store,
Tracy Monaghan Darcy her
business
on
she
was
able
Owner of Metropolitan Soul
Sept. 21.
to maintain
T r a c y
the
shop
Monaghan
with
two
Darcy, owner and operator “trade area of 10- or 15,000 floors and 20 employees.
of the gift and clothing shop, people to support it,” Richert Now her store is one floor,
closed Metropolitan Soul for said.
with a smaller café and gift
personal reasons but said,
Last in the hierarchy are area, and business is not al“before I even thought about community retail centers, lowing her to keep things the
closing it, I thought about which typically are depart- same.
being a spokesperson for re- ment stores or general mer“I’m really starting to distail in Orono.”
chandisers. In this type of like Orono,” Bradson said.
Darcy made her decision retail, people are willing
While Bradson has her
to close based on the com- to travel a distance for the skepticism on the future of
plexities that came from op- goods or services. This level Orono’s downtown, Richert
erating both her Bangor and feeds off of a population of is confident a specialty food
Orono store locations. As far 20- or 30,000 people.
store like hers could do well
as operating a retail based
“Every part of that [eco- in a hybrid downtown cenbusiness in Orono, Darcy nomic] hierarchy is filled ter.
said it was “absolutely fine.” some place in this region,
“I’m really quite opti“If five stores open, two and where Orono used to mistic about it as a specialty
are economically bound to play a neighborhood role, center for food, arts, enterclose,” said Darcy. “I think Orono downtown is now tainment, financial services,
it’s all sort of a fluke. Orono in the process of transition- personal services, conveneeds to hit this before they ing to another role,” Richert nience goods — that whole
go back up.”
realm of things — I think can
said.
Richert’s explanation for
What he sees for Orono’s work here,” Richert said.
this “fluke” of closing busi- new role is a hybrid form of

Lauren Abbate

nesses is simple economic
geography. In the way regions operate, “there is a
hierarchy of retail centers,”
Richert said.
At the smallest level of
the hierarchy there are convenience centers, which
live off of a few thousand
people. These are typically
“four corner stores” or fast
service locations such as a
bank branch.
At the next level are community retail centers. These
stores primarily sell certain
day-to-day goods that people
need but do not want to drive
far to get. Grocery stores,
hardware stores and pharmacies all fall into this place on
the hierarchy, which need a

UMSG: BOT report, Women’s
Ultimate Frisbee presents
Liam Nee

Asst. News Editor
The University of Maine
General Student Senate held a
short meeting, which lasted 90
minutes, with no major resolutions during their 26th meeting
of the 34th session on Oct. 22
in the Memorial Union’s Bangor Room.
One resolution, an act
to fund Women’s Club Ice
Hockey $1,000 toward ice
time and officiating fees during the 2013-14 season, was
postponed because there were
no representatives present to
speak on behalf of the club.
BOT report
Sen. Alicia Bolduc gave
a report for the University of
Maine System Board of Trustees’ latest meeting in place of
BOT representative Colin Buttarazzi.
Bolduc began with important committee announcements.
The BOT’s Financed Institutional Planning Committee
announced out-of-state credit
hours are up and its Library
and Advisory Committee said
it has been working to increase
digital commons offered
throughout the state.
The General Education
Committee was reportedly in
the process of crafting a resolution that would make all general education requirements

directly transferable between
all UMS campuses, but they
were met with a “transparency
problem.”
Bolduc says the committee plans on continuing with a
solution by trying to make the
process “a little easier,” despite
not being able to “make it direct.”
Other, minor announcements included: the indefinite
closing of Level 2B in Fogler
Library “for the keeping of
governmental documents” and
the UMaine’s College of Education and Human Development’s segmentation into four
different departments.
Women’s Ultimate Frisbee
presentation
Two officers from Women’s
Ultimate Frisbee presented on
the club’s recent competition
in Brunswick: the 25th annual
RedTide Ultimate Clambake
tournament, hosted by Bowdoin College Oct. 5-6.
All proceeds of the event
— which totaled over $15,000,
according to FirstGiving.com
— went toward Special Olympics Maine. It was Women’s
Ultimate Frisbee’s first contest
of the year.
Exec report
During his report, Vice
President for Financial Affairs
Raymond Updyke announced
the amount of unallocated
funds as just over $13,806.

Updyke also listed allocations under $1,000: $596 to
International Student Association for Culturefest 2013
on Nov. 2 at the New Balance
Recreation Center; $558 to
Field Hockey Club for an upcoming game against Brown
University; $525 to Maine
Peace Action Committee for
layout and printing costs in semester newsletter production;
$200 to All Maine Women
Honor Society and Women’s
Ice Hockey for office budgets;
$150 to Sophomore Eagles for
The Haunted Trail event on
Oct. 25; and $100 to Non-Traditional Student Association
for a luncheon.
During his report, Vice
President for Student Organizations William “Nick” Smith
announced Alternative Breaks
(AB) and the Geological Society as winners of his “Best
OrgSync Page” competition.
Organizations were judged
on both activity membership
and overall look. AB and the
Geological Society will each
receive a cash prize of $50.
In her report, Vice President
for Student Entertainment Sarah Goode announced that she
is planning an event, in collaboration with UMaine Dining, for students to watch the
New England Patriots host the
Pittsburgh Steelers on Nov. 3
at 4:25 p.m. in the Bear’s Den.
The event will be catered
and free for all students.
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Verve

from A1
rent them out in order to
make enough money to
take some financial strain
off of the business itself.
The Furths have had a
lot of help from private investors putting this project
together. When the couple
originally bought the building that is now Woodman’s,
they only had $3,000 of the
$100,000 that they needed
to build the business. They
were able to gain the trust
of friends and investors
and have managed to prove
their benefactors right.
Both Abe and Heather are
extremely thankful for the
opportunity to run this
business.
“We’ve been in Orono
and Bangor since 2000.
That’s 14 years of community building and trust,”
Abe Furth said. “The contractors are the same people that built Woodman’s
and Verve in Orono […]
Bangor economic development has been great, code
enforcement has been with
us all along. This is a great
community of customers
we’ve created.”
The new cafe has a twotier design with half of the

Customers in line at the Verve’s new Bangor location

A

cafe higher up than the
other due to the downward
slope of Main Street. The
entire burrito show features
hardwood floors, which
were covered by carpet.
The brick walls are adorned
with Verve posters and also
featured artwork from artist Teddi-Jann Covell. All
of the art was for sale.
Covell is a retired air
traffic controller who went
to college at Cornell University for painting and later the University of Maine
for art education. Covell
has done paintings and
drawings of a variety of
things but what she is best
known for is her depictions
of Baxter State Park.
“A lot of people paint
the coast. I don’t think
people realize the beauty
of just a rock or a tree,”
Covell said. “Every one of
these paintings or drawings
has a story.”
Covell was scheduled to
have her own gallery, but
after plans fell through she
got in touch with the Furths,
whom she had known for a
long time as one of their
regular patrons.
“[Abe and Heather] are
so insightful. They are a
couple of young progressive entrepreneurs,” Covell
said.

Christie Edwards • Staff Photographer
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Penobscot
from A1

mussels in just these few miles
of river,” said Swartz. “They
help keep the water clean for
other aquatic animals as well
as for humans.”
Mussels are an important
facet in the restoration and diversification of the river ecosystem as well. When River
Heron bite down on adult
mussels, who attract them
with fish-like lures, the mussel
releases juvenile mussels on to
the gills of River Heron. The
dam removal will allow the
fish to carry mussels up stream
and grow in areas of the river
they haven’t been able to before.
“That process will be restored. In the long term, it’s
real benefit for mussel population,” said Royte.
Among the millions of
mussels along the banks of the
Penobscot are three Mainethreatened mussel species:
Yellow Lampmussel, Tidewater Mucket and Brook Floater.
The Penobscot River Restoration Trust hired a team of
biologists from Biodrawversity LLC to save several hundred of these specific species
thus far and transport them
to a safer location upstream

TI Lab
from A1

here on campus. They want
students to be familiar with
their parts,” Hummels said.
“[Having these parts] takes
some of the complexity
out. It makes it so students
don’t have to start from
scratch every time.”
The lab will see the most
use from first and second
year electrical engineering
students, with seniors
using the lab intermittently
for various projects.
“It’s a very heavily used
space,” Hummels said.
The
increased
capabilities of the new
lab will also assist senior
students
with
their
capstone designs. In order
to graduate, electrical
engineering students are
required to design and
build a functioning project.
There are few restrictions
on what can be made and

The Maine Campus • News

where some already live.
Most have been recovered
using underwater snorkel and
SCUBA gear by the biologist
team, yet volunteers along the
dewatered sections of the river
have saved a few hundred of
the rare species according to
Swartz.
The true costs and benefits
of the entire project are currently unknown according to
Rory Saunders Fishery Biologist at the Restoration Center
at NOAA.
Part of the grant funded by
NOAA includes a mandate for
monitoring the Penobscot’s
restoration, much of which has
not been done before. “That’s
a big part of the reason were
doing monitoring. We actually
don’t know how long it’s going to take [for the river to return to it’s natural state],” said
Saunders.
“A lot of early investments
are just now coming to fruition,” said Saunders. With the
help of UMaine scientists, he
said, their monitoring work is
making its way into literature.
“It will inform future management within the river and
also be a future model for
other restoration projects, “he
said.
However the work is not
finished, Cheryl Daigle, Community Liaison and Outreach

Coordinator for the Penobscot River Restoration Trust
would like to see more people
engaged and volunteering.
“It builds a sense of community and camaraderie,” she
said. “It turns into a fun outing as you’re doing something
good.”
UMaine Marine Science
graduate and volunteer, Ana
Rapp, thinks it’s an important
education experience for volunteers. “They [volunteers]
learn something new, and see
the importance of the project and how every little thing
helps,” she said.
The number of mussels relocated by volunteers is a small
fraction of the mussels lost to
water level drop, according to
Swartz. However, many mussels will remained watered
and with the added mussels
from volunteers the population after the final drop downs
will be enough to populate the
new river channel.
“The common species are
common because they are
very successful at reproducing, so while there may be a
big loss to their populations
in the short term, we would
expect them to recover fairly
easily,” said Swartz.
If you’d like to volunteer
contact Cheryl Daigle at
Cheryl@penobscotriver.org.

students have designed
things as wild as an electric
coil gun as well as more
ordinary devices such as
car diagnostic tools.
“[Projects] vary a lot
year to year,” Hummels
said. “Some are gizmos
that students just want to
build and some are more
mundane and commercially
viable.”
Planning
for
the
renovation started early in
the summer with the actual
work taking place over the
course of the summer. The
lab was finished and ready
to be unveiled on Oct. 8.
With this renovation, the
engineering department is
hoping UMaine will be able
to register some students
in the Texas Instruments
Innovation Challenge.
The
Innovation
Challenge is a challenge
for engineering students
to build a project and
present it in Texas to the
judges at TI. Not only do

students have a chance of
winning up to $10,000,
but they may also get
an opportunity to work
at Texas Instruments.
Winning the award can
also grant greater visibility
to possible employers.
“They have an interest
in our program because
they recruit our students,”
Hummels said. “They’ve
had luck over the years
with our graduates.”
Many
innovative
projects have been entered
in the competition in the
past. This year, the design
that got third place was an
easy-tune automatic guitar
tuner designed by Jesus
Torrado of the University
of Puerto Rico. The
system involves a tuning
mechanism that attaches
to all six tuning pegs of
the guitar and tunes them
all simultaneously, with
different tuning options
available via a bluetooth
importing system.

(Top) The deconstructed Veazie dam; (Bottom) A mussel.

Danielle Walczak - Staff Writer
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HALLOWEEN
JACK O LANTERN
MASK
MUMMY
NIGHT
PUMPKIN
SCARECROW
SCARY
SCREAM		
SKELETON
SKULL
SPIDERS
TOMBSTONE
VAMPIRE
WEREWOLF
WITCHES
ZOMBIE

Word Search

54- Annapolis inst.;
56- Pelt;
57- Ship stabilizer;
60- Tango need;
62- Builds;
66- Capable of being negotiated;
69- Chimney residue;
70- Bicker;
71- It’s over your head;
72- Hook’s helper;
73- Fowl pole;
74- Hard to hold;
75- Compass direction;
Down
1- Wild guess;
2- Corker;
3- Get an ___ effort;
4- Trinket;
5- Preoccupied with;
6- Negative vote;
7- Treater’s words;
8- Drive away;
9- Elton’s john;
10- Underwear;
11- Et ____ (and other men);
12- Resting place;
13- Scraps;

19- Get wind of;
21- Bits of thread;
25- Fungal infection;
27- Dallas player, briefly;
28- Anatomical cavity;
29- Eye-related;
30- Gaucho’s rope;
31- Young male horses;
33- Newsman Newman;
34- Sierra ___;
35- Country bumpkin;
38- Nostrils;
41- Persevering;
43- Cause to abandon the Mets;
46- Put down, in slang; 48- Agitate;
51- Opposed;
53- Actually existing;
55- Alert;
57- Knot in wood;
58- Architect Saarinen;
59- Breakfast brand;
61- It’s blown among the reeds;
63- Prolonged unconsciousness;
64- Some digits;
65- Keep it, to an editor;
67- Vietnamese New Year;
68- Chat room chuckle;

Word
Scramble

See if you can unscramble these letters and
create different halloween creatures!

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

Find and circle all of the words that are hidden in the
grid. The remaining letters spell an activity played on
Halloween.

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.

* indicates the answer is made of more than one word.

Here’s an example:
P A L E R M O F E S C T T = almost perfect

1. OSTRENM
2. KLABC ASTC
3. APREIMV
4. OSTHG
5. ERWLFWOE
6. UMMYM
7. TABS
8. ITCSHWE
9. NTEESKLO
10. EBOMZI
11. RSDIPES
12. SLBONIG

Difficulty level: Easy
9. Skeleton, 10. Zombie, 11. Spiders, 12. Goblins
1. Monsters, 2. Black Cats, 3. Vampire, 4. Ghost,

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

5. Werewolf, 6. Mummy, 7. Bats, 8. Witches,

APPLES
BATS
BLACK CAT
BROOMSTICK
CANDLE
CANDY
CEMETERY
COFFIN		
COSTUME
DRACULA
FRIGHTENING
FULL MOON
GHOSTS
GHOULS
GOBLINS
GRAVEYARD		

Answer key in sports

http://www.oothpastefordinner.com

Dinosaur Comics

Across
1- Thick slice;
5- ___ about (approximately);
9- Grassy plain;
14- Porous limestone;
15- Cause of ruin;
16- Former Houston footballer;
17- Baseball family name;
18- Composer who writes symphonies;
20- Babble;
22- Extra-wide shoe size;
23- Skedaddles; 24- Catalog;
26- Like some excuses;
28- Used in courts of law;
32- Seldom;
36- Poetically ajar;
37- Mortise insert;
39- Home movie medium;
40- RR stops;
42- Postpone;
44- “Return of the Jedi” critter;
45- Located;
47- Gillette razors;
49- Having four sharps;
50- Former French colony of
North America;
52- Lookout;

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

Crossword Puzzle

By Drew

Toothpaste for Dinner
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As Halloween
approaches, use
better judgement

H

alloween is perhaps as highly anticipated by college students as it is by adolescents, if for different
reasons. To kids, it’s a night to embody a favorite
television or fantastical character, hang out with
friends after dark and indulge in the energy-infused rush of a Halloween candy sugar high.
Well, maybe these things are all part of college Halloween
festivities, all though there’s certainly a little less innocence in
costume choice. But it’s no secret that Halloween parties thrown
on or around college campuses are also rife with the opportunity
for alcohol consumption.
The potential seriousness of overindulging in alcohol beverages gets thrown around a lot in conversations of college behavior,
even when there’s no holiday to celebrate. Obviously, alcohol in
and of itself should not be a bogeyman. When enjoyed responsibly, it’s an additional pleasure to a great evening.
It’s irresponsibility that, as with any other vice, has potentially
dangerous consequences.
Police are well aware of the party attitude that comes with the
holiday. They will be patrolling roads and surveying bars and
residences. And they’re not there to purposely stop anyone from
enjoying the activities of the evening. They, as public servants,
are there to look out for the well-being of the public.
Though it might not seem like it at the time when the police
come in and break up a party, this includes those party-goers.
Drug use and indulging in too much to drink have potentially
fatal consequences. Every individual rushed to the hospital with
alcohol poisoning is done so at the taxpayers’ dime.
In Maine, any blood alcohol level at or above .08 percent is
considered “operating under the influence.” While a first offense
might only result in license suspension, certain types of DUI are
a felony in Maine—and a conviction could result in a prison sentence.
First time offenders can also be fined and have their licenses
revoked. For the on-the-go, cash-strapped college student, these
can also be very painful ends.
But perhaps most importantly, in the hands of an inattentive
operator, a car is a deadly weapon — hence vehicular manslaughter. And a life, especially one belonging to someone uninvolved
in the Halloween partying, is a terrible price to pay for one evening of enjoyment.
For the majority of cases, this is obviously an extreme result
that will not occur. But the rarity of an extreme possibility doesn’t
negate its existence. An understanding of the consequences of potential actions is really what needs to be taken into account.
Pleasure-seeking college students are no doubt tired of being rebuked by pleas to exercise caution. While that mantra may
be a dingy and battered coin, its considerable value remains unchanged.
So, before heading out to party this Halloween, just think for
a moment. The evening doesn’t have to preclude drinking. But
if alcohol is a part of the celebration, operating a vehicle should
be a preclusion. Let the biggest regret of post-Halloween party
recovery be a hangover, which a lot easier to overcome than a
drunk driving charge.
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Avoid trap of unoriginal
Halloween costumes

For one day each year,
the world gets to try on a different identity and wear the
product of its creative minds.
Your Halloween costume is
a reflection of who you are
and a display of your level
of originality. Unfortunately,
more often than not, Halloween costumes, even ones that
attempted to be unique and
imaginative, end up being
one of a thousand non-inventive ensembles.
A common trap is thinking that your costume is
original and fun just because
it is based on a recent cultural happening. For example, I’ve already seen and
will likely continue to see
costumes based on Robin
Thicke and Miley Cyrus’
performance at this year’s
MTV Video Music Awards.
Hundreds upon hundreds of
male-and-female pairs have
already donned a Beetlejuice
striped suit and flesh-colored
bra and panties. Aside from
the various pictures from social media networks, Playboy
founder Hugh Hefner and
wife Crystal Harris used the
idea at the annual Playboy
Mansion Halloween party
this Saturday. If an 87-yearold man with Viagra running through his veins has
already done your costume,

maybe you’re a little late to
the punch.
Another major failure in
creativity is going with the
“slutty ____” costume. I almost called it a faux pas or
an annoyance, but as a heterosexual male, I can’t say I
mind seeing these costumes,
these titans of late October.
I suppose “slutty ____” is
acceptable when the source

things that ought to remain
pure, America’s most beloved
kids show perhaps being one
of them.
Now I know that being
creative can be tough, but
who doesn’t like a good challenge? As I said, Halloween
is a great opportunity to let
the fabulous inner workings
of your mind shine in a fun
and casual public forum. One

Halloween is a
great opportunity to
let the fabulous inner
workings of your mind
shine in a fun and
casual public forum.
Derrick Rossignol
material is already somewhat
sexualized: sexy nurse, sexy
librarian and sexy Miss Finster from “Recess” are all
fine, but it becomes suspect
when you start seeing sexy
garbagemen and sexy Driver’s Ed. instructors. Hell, I
saw a picture of sexy Burt
and Ernie costumes a few
days ago. In an already sexualized culture, there are some

of the finest examples of Halloween originality I’ve seen
so far is by NBA player Serge
Ibaka. On Sunday morning,
he posted a picture on his Instagram account of himself
dressed up at Eddie Murphy’s
character Prince Akeem Joffer from the 1988 film “Coming To America,” specifically
when Joffer worked as a McDonald’s employee. His out-

fit was spot on: Ibaka rocked
the distinctive red plaid hatbowtie-vest combo with confidence, in addition to Ibaka,
a native of the Republic of the
Congo, also being a foreigner
“coming to America.
There is no one universal
secret to coming up with the
ideal Halloween costume,
but taking a page from Ibaka’s playbook can be a good
start. One problem I’ve had
with thinking of original
costume ideas is worrying
that what I’m referencing,
while totally awesome, will
be too obscure for anybody
to understand and I’ll have
to spend the whole night
explaining it, only to get a
half-hearted “Ah, that’s cool,
man” in return. Ibaka used a
piece of somewhat obscure
— or at least not contemporary — culture that he figured his peer group would
understand, perhaps after a
quick reminder.
So men: put some thought
into your costumes this year.
Don’t be afraid to pull out a
“Spaceballs” reference if your
friends are into that sort of
thing. And ladies: put a shirt
on and seriously think about
your Halloween vestments,
or at least meet me halfway
and go as slutty Knight Who
Says “Ni.”

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
Candy Corn Korn
Scary things Hairy things
Jack-o-lantern “The Green Lantern”
Costume party “Party Rock Anthem”
Black cats Katt Williams

The attitudes and
views expressed in the
opinion section are
those of their authors
only and do not
necessarily represent
the views of
The Maine Campus
or its staff.
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Start with local action to
Dismal healthcare website
effect energy policy changes rollout a blessing in disguise
The problems of peak oil
and the global need for petroleum in general are crossing not just cultural lines but
national borders as well. In
an effort to stop the halting
protests of a fracking operation in New Brunswick, the
Canadian government told
state police to step in. Elsipogtog First Nation, a Canadian tribal government, has
had a blockade up against
the fracking operation that,
in the government’s eyes,
was not kosher. They
sent police
with sniper
rifles, dogs
and rubber
bullets
to
the area and
tear gassed
them into
chaos.
Hydraulic pumping,
or fracking,
is a process
that pumps
sand, water and chemicals
into deeply drilled wells,
fracturing the bedrock and
releasing shale gas. This
can, as you can logically see,
get into groundwater and the
chemicals can cause cancer
and other medical complications.
The reason for their protest were clear as day. The
land that New Brunswick
gave in the sake of shale
gas exploration is one seventh of the province. The
massive area of 1.4 million
hectares would be ripped
apart to feed the addiction
of a growing world of petroleum users. The protesters
there have been nothing but
non-violent. They have been
fighting for the protection of

the land from the environmentally detrimental methods of fracking. The government, reacting to the protest,
in which $60,000 were lost
daily, sent police to push
them aside.
I have to admit that I
do drive a car. Not much,
it mostly sits in my driveway while I take my bike to
school. But still, my carbon
footprint when combined
with my 7 billion sisters and
brothers, will be the death

invest in solar panels on
many of the buildings here,
in turn, heating homes and
powering the town — petrol
free, baby! These investments can be expensive but
gradual implementation can
alleviate this. The payoff
would be massive! We would
no longer have to spend exorbitant amounts of money
on petroleum and the money
we would be spending could
continue to flow through the
community, keeping us resilient.
Our addiction to
oil is the
direct cause
Think about how we
of the hapcan have this lifestyle
penings in
if we choose. The thing
and around
is for how long? Ten
the
Elsipogtog
First
more years? Twenty?
Nation, and
we can do
something
about it. The
Antonio Addessi
first thing
is talking
of the world as we know it. with our state representaThe way we heat our houses, tives about changes we can
the electricity we consume make to help our sisters and
here in Maine — all of it is brothers in New Brunswick.
a product of petroleum. The We can also start by buying
way our lives are completely local, exploring our options
reliant on it is frightening on alternative energy for
because we have a dilemma Orono and of course coming
on our hands. How do we together as a community. It
continue with our lavish is easier than you think. This
lifestyles of flying to Cancun week when you’re watchor Las Vegas at a moment’s ing Gossip Girl or American
notice or get in the car to go Idol on the television with
a mile down the road when the heat jacked to 75 degrees
in your house think about
gas prices are $10 a gallon?
We need to have better me, your neighbor and your
infrastructure. That is the friend. Think about how we
key to all of our worries, es- can have this lifestyle if we
pecially here in Orono. We so choose. The thing is for
need to focus back on the how long? Ten more years?
community, and keep mon- Twenty? We can decide and
ey, from markets to shopping change before we are forced
and energy, here. We could to.

Humanities and sciences
play balancing societal roles
Seth Dorman

Science and the humani- ly “regard themselves as the any answer to the question
ties have often stood some- sum total of materialistic of why. It has described it,
what apart — sometimes influences upon them,” and beautifully, in great detail.
as twin pillars of the same lose the “sense of the mys- It declares that gravity extemple, sometimes as op- teriousness of the human ists, that it behaves in a
posing fighters in the ring experience.” This warning certain way, that it makes
of a cultural boxing match. sounds lofty, but if Pinker is objects fall at a rate of 9.8
Historically, universities fa- right — if science really can meters per second squared.
vored the humanities. Cur- comprehend and itemize not But it has never explained
rently, most universities only the universe around us it. Apples fall because of
favor the sciences — when but also the human soul and gravity — but why does
I tell someone I am major- the human experience — gravity exist? Dopamine
ing in English, they usually then Wieseltier’s warning has something to do with
look confused. There is a is a leftover of pre-modern my personal happiness —
growing fear that science ignorance and superstition.
but why? Scientific descripis undermining other areas
Pinker’s argument is that tions of phenomena cannot
of study and becoming the as science has revealed the answer the ultimate why.
highest cultural authority, world and given us defi- The realm of science cannot
with dangerous personal nite, irrefutable facts of move beyond description; it
and social implications.
existence, those branches has no ground to.
This debate has recently of science dealing with the
In light of this, Wieseltappeared in
ier’s warning
the magais more than a
“We are becoming a massified,
zine, The
lofty, emotiondatafied, quantified society, which
New
Real appeal. It is
public.
the dire truth.
looks for wisdom in numbers.”
Stephen
If people begin
Pinker, conLeon Wieseltier to look for ultributing
Literary Editor of The New Republic timate answers
editor and
of
meaning
evolutionand purpose
ary psychologist claims in nature of human beings, in that which cannot sup“Science is Not the Enemy” such as neurology, genet- ply them, they will be given
that science is “indispens- ics and the social sciences, paradigms that are entirely
able in all areas of human can give us definite facts guesswork, worldviews deconcern, including politics, of the human experience, termined by formulas and
the arts, and the search for and beyond this, can sup- chemicals. They will utilize
meaning, purpose, and mo- ply answers to the ques- material laws to find moralrality.” Pinker’s hope is tions of meaning, purpose, ity and purpose, which are
that the humanities cease to and morality. Therefore, the not material. The preservaview science as an enemy, humanities must reject their tion and progression of the
but more than that, instead former ways of determining humanities, which strives
become its disciples and truth and embrace the sci- for truth and meaning bemissionaries.
ences as the means of really yond the physical and maLeon Wieseltier, literary understanding the human terial, is essential. We need
editor of The New Republic, experience. This will give William Shakespeare at
responds with this warning: us empirical and absolute least as much as we need
“We are becoming a massi- truth. This will create the Isaac Newton. To be human
is to be more than time,
fied, datafied, quantified so- perfect worldview.
ciety, which looks for wisHowever, this all rests chance and matter, and to
dom in numbers.” His fear on the assumption that sci- insist otherwise is personal
is that people may eventual- ence has ever actually given and cultural suicide.

Following the abysmal
failure of the open-enrollment Obamacare site,
healthcare.gov, one almost
wishes that White House
Press Secretary Jay Carney
would step up to his podium
and announce that the whole
messy event has been an
elaborate Halloween prank
played on the nation.
It’s certainly better than
the alternative, which is the
glaring, nightmarish reality
of federal bureaucratic ineptitude. Yes, the government,
which can’t even manage to
put together a functioning
website, will very soon be in
charge of
the nation’s
healthcare
system.
How’s that
for haunting?
Across
the nation,
people
were left
sitting for
hours
as
they
attempted to
get on the
website,
which crashed on more than
one occasion. And that’s
almost the easiest part, because trying to navigate the
site is equally unfeasible.
Even just looking up
an insurance quote is like
some Herculean task. Certain states require the user
to exit to external websites.
And everywhere disclaimers note that the list price for
the poorly-defined plans advertised are most likely not
what consumers will actually pay. In most cases, they’ll
pay considerably more
And the fact that government officials are just now
announcing they’re bringing
in the “A-Team” to fix the

many glitches plaguing the
site, the product of a no-bid
contract, just about sums up
why state control of any industry is, on its face, a bad
idea
In the private sector,
profit motive forces companies to create a product
that actually functions on
some level. Consumers are
generally patient with a few
minor flaws that are easily
worked out, but not when
the product fails across the
board. Not to mention, any
company that sent frustrated
consumers to a toll-free hotline whose primary advice
was to “be patient” would

no doubt one reason why,
ahead of the upcoming 2014
midterm elections, West Virginia Sen. Joe Manchin (D)
presented a bill that would
delay all Obamacare-related
mandates to 2015, a longer
time period than what Ted
Cruz, who was painted as
a terrorist for attempting to
derail the enduring law of
the land, lobbied for.
Many from both parties are cheering this, but it
still doesn’t help the people
who’ve already been kicked
off their private, individual
plans — yes, those same
plans the president assured
citizens they’d be able to
keep
Regime
changes,
h o w e v e r,
Yes, the government,
do
not
which can’t even
change the
manage to put together
fact
that
f
e
d
e
r
al
a functioning website,
programs
will very soon be in
once encharge of the nation’s
trenched
are almost
healthcare system.
never overhauled or
Katherine Revello
gotten rid
of
And rebe, rightfully, run into the member — the whole premground with lightning-like ise of providing low-cost
rapidity because they would care for people with chronic
have alienated all of their illnesses or pre-existing
conditions rests upon young,
customers.
Private companies only healthy people signing up in
get one first chance to im- the individual market, where
press the massive, highly premiums will be higher,
competitive market with and subsidizing costs for the
their product. They have the rest of policyholders
So, maybe then, the web“A-team” on board from the
site rollout debacle is more
beginning.
But the federal govern- a trick than a treat. If the exment is insulated. It is not go- changes fail to get the young
ing to go out of business and and fit to sign up for poliit does not have to compete. cies, the law basically fails.
True, the furor of a frustrat- And that’s a good thing for
ed, marginalized populace those who want America’s
might sweep a few staunch standard of quality healthsupporters of the legislation care to remain.
out of office. In part, this is

WANT TO
WRITE?
The Maine Campus is hiring!

The student newspaper of the University
of Maine is looking for writers interested in
contributing to the Opinion section.

Contact Opinion Editor Katherine
Revello on FirstClass for more
information!
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Album Review:
William Shatner,
‘Ponder the Mystery’
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Film Review:
‘Don Jon’
Gordon-Levitt impressive in writing, directing debut

Shatner starts well, drifts toward end of fourth album
Kyle Hadyniak

For The Maine Campus
William Shatner: starship
captain, Bostonian lawyer,
Priceline negotiator and ...
progressive rock artist?
With “Ponder the Mystery,”
Shatner earns the latter title,
teaming up with Billy Sherwood of Yes fame to create
an album that is surprisingly
deep and enjoyable. While not
without its flaws, “Ponder the
Mystery” showcases Shatner’s
poetical ability, while truly
giving the listener something
to think about.
The first half of the album
is thoroughly enjoyable. The
instrumental “Red Shift” sets
a progressive rock tone; fast
guitar solos and quick drum
beats set the stage for what’s
to come. Followed by the profound “Where It’s Gone…
I Don’t Know,” this song is
where listeners gain their first
insight into the nature of the
album.
As stated on the media circuit, Shatner explains this album is an extremely personal
effort, a vessel to describe his
feelings and thoughts on life
and his fear of death. This idea
cultivates the entire album, to
great effect. Shatner’s spoken
word delivery is oddly authoritative and soothing, and
various artists contribute ubiquitous guitar solos and youthful harmonies.
The title track is the standout song on the album. “Ponder the Mystery” sees Shatner speaking of various items
worth pondering, such as the
“the drums of war,” “peace’s
harmony” and the “deadliness
of cynicism.” Between each
stanza, Shatner repeats the title of the song in his signature
staccato delivery. His awe-inspiring tone mimics his genuine fascination of these topics.
Captivating, legitimate and
thematically potent, the title
track showcases all the positive qualities of the album.
By the eighth track of the
15-track album, “Ponder the
Mystery” starts to get repetitive. This criticism isn’t aimed
at Shatner’s lyrics, rather the
instrumental aspect. The drum

Relativity Media
Cleopatra Records
beat seems to recycle rhythms
from previous tracks, and guitar solos seem to be too familiar, making each performance
lose its idiosyncrasy. This repetition is the album’s biggest
flaw, as it forces the listener to
focus on the repetitive instruments, not Shatner’s lyrics.
“Rhythm of the Night” and
“Do You See” suffers most
from the persistent instrumentals.
Shatner’s lyrical ability is a
welcome surprise. The potency of his poetry is profound,
and appealing to all ages. At
82 years old, it isn’t a surprise
he has these thoughts. Rather,
it is his ability to express them
that is the album’s greatest
strength.
“So Am I” contains a
thoughtful, mortal analogy
between Shatner and his aging dog; “Sunset” uses the
colors of a sunset to describe
the beauty of life; and “Where
Does Time Go” gives a sensitive look into the finality of
death. The album ends on an
uplifting note, however, with
the song “Alive.” Proving to
the audience that Shatner still
has plenty of life left in him,
“Alive” breaks the album’s
thematic monotony with an
expression of life and youthful energy. It is the perfect way
to end the album, as it neatly

showcases Shatner’s largerthan-life, undying character.
It is because Shatner is
larger than life that the album
is so interesting. Bringing him
down to earth, “Ponder the
Mystery” exposes Shatner
as just another aging human
being who is constantly confronted with the possibility of
death. Of course, this concept
isn’t exclusive to old people;
anybody can listen to “Ponder
the Mystery” and appreciate
the concepts Shatner is trying
to explain.
Even though it gets repetitive, this flaw doesn’t break
the album. Anybody who
values expressiveness or profound themes has plenty to like
about Shatner’s latest effort.
The mortality of the album humanizes Shatner, which is no
small feat considering his long
and varied career. “Ponder the
Mystery” shows that Shatner
isn’t resting on his laurels;
his creativeness and expressiveness are as sharp as ever,
making “Ponder the Mystery”
a solid, thought-provoking
artwork.

Grade: B

‘Donnie Darko’ a cult
classic dark comedy
Column
“Donnie Darko” was released in 2001 and yet it
feels like it was made in the
’80s. Everything from the
style of the film to the music
gives it
a vibe
that is
similar to
“Heathers” or
e v e n
“ T h e
Breakf a s t
Club.”
Netflix
T h e
Theatre
biggest
By Josh Deakin
giveaway of
the movie being relatively
new was the actors used in
the flick.
This particular cult film
has an all- star cast of actors
and actresses. It stars Jake
Gyllenhaal as Donnie Darko,
with his real-life sister Maggie Gyllenhaal co-starring
as his fictional sister Elizabeth. Some other big names
in the film are Drew Barrymore, Patrick Swayze, Noah
Wyle, Seth Rogen and even
a young Ashley Tisdale.

The film is about a teenager named Donnie Darko
who is experiencing sleepwalking episodes at night.
During his sleepwalks, he is
visited by a giant bunny who
goes by the name of Frank.
After a mysterious jet engine crashes into Donnie’s
bedroom while he is out
sleepwalking, things start
to spiral out of control for
him.
He sets out seeking answers to his many questions
about life and the universe.
With the help of a couple of
his school teachers, played
by Drew Barrymore and
Noah Wyle, he begins to
piece things together. While
all of this is going on, more
strange things are happening. The high school floods
and a motivational speaker,
played by Patrick Swayze,
loses his home to arson. Little do the authorities know,
these strange happenings are
caused by a sleepwalking
Donnie.
The film has an ending
that will spark conversation
among its viewers. Various
online analyses of the film
attempt to discover the true
meaning behind it. It does
take a few viewings to grasp
the movie entirely.

The music featured in
the film is quite haunting. It
has a relatively creepy vibe
even though the movie itself
is not meant to be creepy.
There is no doubt that the
most memorable song from
the movie is a cover of “Mad
World” by Tears for Fears.
The cover is done by a composer named Michael Andrews with Gary Jules handling vocals. This version
of the song has grown to be
even more popular than the
original.
Although it is branded as
a drama, there are funny moments in the movie. There
is a scene in the beginning
that features the Darko family sitting down for a family
dinner and the conversation
that takes place is an absolute riot.
In 2009, a sequel to the
film was released. It was
titled “S. Darko” and dealt
with Donnie’s younger sister, Samantha. The character
of Samantha is reprised by
actress Daveigh Chase. The
sequel, unfortunately, did not
produce the same reaction its
predecessor achieved. The
film was also adapted for the
stage in 2007 for a short run
at the Zero Arrow Theatre in
Cambridge, Mass.
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Kyle Hadyniak

For The Maine Campus
The plot of “Don Jon”
is refreshingly unorthodox, the cast is solid and
the message of the movie,
while cliché, is delivered
in a peculiar way not seen
in many films. As his directorial and writing debut,
there are just a few things
keeping “Don Jon” from
being an effective first hit
for Joseph Gordon-Levitt.
The cast is excellent;
Gordon-Levitt plays the
titular character, a womanizer who has a streak of
bringing home girls rated
at least an “eight or above”
every weekend. Unexpectedly, Gordon-Levitt nails
Jon’s
smooth-talking,
handsome,
charismatic
personality.
Opposite Gordon-Levitt
is Scarlett Johansson playing Barbara, whom Jon
thinks might be “the one”
because of her outstanding attractiveness. Barbara
oozes sexiness whenever
she is on-screen, suitably
displaying chemistry with
Jon’s equally sexual personality. Lastly, Julianne
Moore plays Esther, a
widow Jon meets at night
school. Moore is dedicated
as her slightly odd, oversexed character, providing
the movie with its peculiar
complexity.
Jon’s relationships with
Barbara and Esther cause
him to ponder the idea of
finding a truly suitable
partner. However, when
Jon’s love of pornography
comes into play, this is
where the movie takes a
turn.
The story offers a welcome twist on the conventional romantic drama. Jon
is a man who feels more

Vigil

from A10
“The vigil is just to give
people a safe space to share
their stories — to even just
be with other people, to
surround themselves with
support,” Buckland said.
“It’s about raising awareness and to honor those
who have either passed
away from these diseases
or who are struggling with
them currently and really
just give them the support
they need.”
According to ANAD’s
website, 7-10 million
women and about 1 million
men are affected by just
anorexia nervosa alone in
the U.S. each year. The association has been active
in educating communities
about these disorders since
1976.
“It doesn’t only affect
women,” Buckland said.
“A lot of people think that
it is only a women’s thing,
but it’s affecting men and
more and more men are
actually being diagnosed
and coming forward with
it because more and more
people are talking about
it.”
This is the first time the

emotional attachment to
porn than to actual women,
and it isn’t until he meets
the genuinely caring Esther that his view begins to
change. The movie itself
communicates a timeless
message: It is more important to find love with
someone who truly cares
for you than with a simply
attractive person.
While Barbara may be
sexy, she never really appreciates Jon as his own
person; this is where Esther fills the gap. The movie does an effective job of
comparing Jon’s love of
porn with audiences’ more
openly discussed love of
popular happy-ending romantic movies. Both provide a seemingly perfect
alternative to actual relationships to their respective characters. It is an
effective commentary on
Gordon-Levitt’s part, an
impressive showing as his
first writing credit.
One thing holding the
movie back is the peculiar
relationship between Esther and Jon. Esther serves
to help Jon realize it is
more important to have a
truly caring partner than
a merely beautiful one.
If this were the extent of
her character’s role, that
would be perfectly fine.
The fact that Jon becomes
sexually involved with Esther is downright creepy.
Moore is 21 years older
than Gordon-Levitt; seeing
an intimate relationship
develop on-screen seems
to be unnecessary, as the
age difference is obvious
and rather odd.
One could argue Esther’s age is needed to provide Jon with the perspective of an older widow,
but it could make perfect

sense if Esther’s character was younger. Not only
would this be more in line
with Jon’s personality, but
it would eliminate the discomfort the audience experiences. While this oddity doesn’t ruin the movie,
one can’t help but wonder
why Gordon-Levitt wrote
this relationship this particular way.
The movie’s pacing is
also distracting. The third
act is muddled, as the relationships between Jon,
Esther and Barbara reach
their peak and are resolved.
The ending comes quite
unexpectedly, not quite resolving Jon’s plot.
The rest of the movie is
enjoyable, as Gordon-Levitt shows a budding skill
for patching quick day-inthe-life type segments with
the developing relationship
between Jon and the two
women. Were it not for the
aforementioned third act,
the movie’s pacing would
be spot-on. As GordonLevitt’s directorial debut,
this flaw can be forgiven.
As a freshman effort,
“Don Jon” showcases
Gordon-Levitt’s developing skill as a director and
writer. With only a couple
outstanding flaws in its
execution, “Don Jon” provides a welcome message
amid an unorthodox plot.
Ultimately, those searching for a different take on
the tried-and-true romantic-drama genre may find
a lot to like in “Don Jon,”
in which Gordon-Levitt
shows definite promise as
a director and writer.

sorority, which became a
new chapter on campus last
year, has dedicated a full
week to ANAD. Buckland
and fellow fourth-year student Kelly Cote, D Phi E’s
philanthropy chairwoman,
said that they tried to do
an entire week last semester, but opted to do a vigil
with just their sisters instead due to a small turnout to their events.
“Delta Phi Epsilon
chose ANAD as one of our
philanthropies because it
encourages people, and
especially women, to be
themselves rather than
conform to what the world
wants them to be,” Cote
said in her opening message to the crowd.
“It’s a foundation that
just tries to increase people’s knowledge of what’s
going on and how important and how devastating
[eating disorders] really
can be,” Buckland said.
D Phi E’s other philanthropies include the Delta
Phi Epsilon Educational
Foundation and the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
Buckland says one of the
cornerstones of the fight
against eating disorders
lies in changing what we
watch on television every

day.
“[We need] to try and
change the way the media
[are] presenting women
and men equally,” Buckland said. “I mean, we
don’t look like the guys
and the girls on the magazines or on TV — they
don’t look like that [either]. Celebrate our individuality. Celebrate real
people.”
Cote and Buckland
thanked the crowd for
coming and closed the
vigil with a message that
truly summed up what the
entirety of ANAD was
about: being your own individual and promoting a
healthy lifestyle.
“I will accept myself
as I am,” the pledge began. “I will accept others
as they are. I will support
diversity and freedom
of expression. I will not
tolerate physical or mental abuse. I will actively
participate in efforts to
change media programs.
I will work to improve
the lives of individuals,
communities and the environment. I will support
programs that encourage
good health, proper nutrition, regular exercise and
adequate sleep.”

Grade: B
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Farming documentary Three receive awards for
promotes in-state business work in women’s studies
Laura Simonds

Co-Head Copy Editor
The Bangor Public Library
held a viewing of the documentary “Betting the Farm”
Saturday in its Board Room.
Although there were fewer
viewers than anticipated, what
started and followed the viewing were discussions with
two women from the League
of Women Voters of Bangor,
who sponsored the viewing.
“This year’s national topic
is the government’s agricultural policy, so this [documentary] is one of the ways of seeing where we are,” Barbara
McDade said before the film
started. McDade is the library
director at the Bangor Public
Library and president of the
League of Women Voters of
Bangor.
The documentary filmed
farmers from 10 Maine dairy
farms dropped by H.P. Hood
in 2009. After being dropped,
the farmers could not find
companies to buy their milk,
so they created Maine’s Own
Organic Milk (MOO Milk).
With Bill Eldridge as its
chief executive, the company
planned to produce Mainemade organic products to be
sold locally, hoping to give an
unprecedented 90 percent of
profits back to farmers.
The camera followed
closely for nearly two years,
documenting the problems
and hardships MOO Milk and
its farmers faced in the first
24 months after its launch in
2010.
The biggest hardship these
farmers faced was when
the company could not sell
as much milk as it wanted,
which made it impossible to
see a profit from the company, often times requiring the

farmers to go without money
or even food. They put in the
time and effort but were not
seeing a capital gain
With hundreds of thousands of dollars owed in back
pay, the farmers of several
dairy farms around the state
of Maine were ready to give
up before breaking even. After investors offered a loan,
and the farmers agreed to let

“Pay attention
to local sources,
and what’s
happening ...
Don’t give up on
the local[s],
because they’re
our neighbors.”
Joyce Rumery
Dean of libraries at the
University of Maine

some of their back pay go toward stock investments, the
company finally saw profits.
The documentary ended by
saying MOO Milk is now sold
in over 200 stores throughout
New England.
“Programs like this [viewing] are meant to inform and
educate,” said Joyce Rumery,
dean of libraries at the University of Maine and member of the League of Women
Voters. “It’s more the education and being able to have
an informed citizen so that,
you know, when you go to the
polls, or when you choose to
buy something, you have a
better sense — and really, being informed means you have

more control over your life. It
just gives you that other benefit of being that much more
knowledgeable.”
McDade and Rumery said
they wanted to show the film
to make people aware of local
businesses and how they help
our state’s economy.
“I thinks it’s an issue of
sustainability in a way that
creates an economic driver in
those local places,” Rumery
said.
Rumery explained the
process that occurs when
someone buys locally — for
example, a squash: a farmer
buys seeds locally, or uses
his own; he buys a truck to
farm locally, while paying for
gas at a local gas station. He
then comes to local farmers’
markets and sells his squash,
which local residents buy, giving him their money.
“It’s all local,” Rumery
said. “None of that money
leaves the state. It keeps circling around, which benefits
everyone a lot more than if
we buy the squash that gets
trucked in from out of state.”
Rumery and McDade
hope to inform citizens of the
benefits of buying locally. To
them, not only does the state
of Maine prosper if its residents buy local products, but
they will also receive better
products.
“Pay attention to local
sources, and what’s happening,” Rumery said. “Don’t
give up on the local[s], because they’re our neighbors.”
The League of Women
Voters is made up of nearly
270 members, including both
males and females. It was established shortly after women
gained the right to vote in
1920, and later allowed males
to become members.

Lou Reed’s lasting
alternative legacy
Column
If there is one iconic image of a banana, it is the cover
of the 1967 album “The Velvet Underground & Nico” by
experimental rock band The
Velvet Underground. One
of the
forces
behind
the banana —
singer,
songwriter
a n d
guitarist Lou
Reed — How I Hear It
passed
By Derrick
away on
Rossignol
Sunday
at
the
age of 71.
While the cause of death
is not yet known — although
it is suspected that his liver,
which had troubled Reed for
much of 2013, was the cause
— what is obvious is Reed’s
contribution to music.
Admittedly, Reed is one
of the musicians from his era
that I know the least about.
Aside from the few small
tidbits of information floating around my head and having listened to “The Velvet
Underground & Nico” a few
times, I’m pretty ignorant
about one of the most influential musicians of all time.
I know that his work with
Velvet Underground impacted many rock musicians:
performers like The Black
Keys’ Patrick Carney, Kings
of Leon’s Nathan Followill,
Nile Rodgers, My Chemical
Romance’s Gerard Way, The

LGBT

from A10

transgender community is
the group that needs the most
support. They are kind of the
at-risk group in the already
at-risk LBGT [group],” said

Who and The Pixies reacted
to his passing on Twitter, as
well as Weezer, who tweeted,
“R.I.P Lou Reed - VU was a
big influence when Weezer
was being formed, and [The
Cars singer] Ric Ocasek told
us cool stories of his friendship with him.”
I know that he was outspoken and has some great
soundbites: a few of his
best quotes include: “I don’t
believe in dressing up reality. I don’t believe in using makeup to make things
look smoother,” “I don’t like
nostalgia unless it’s mine,”
“I tried to give up drugs by
drinking,” and, my personal
favorite, “My bulls--- is
worth more than other people’s diamonds.”
This brings me to the part
where I discuss why, despite
not knowing a lot of what
there is to know about him,
I have a tremendous amount
of respect for Reed. Firstly,
he said what he wanted,
clearly not concerned about
the consequences. That may
seem like a flaw to some, but
the world would have been
a less interesting place if the
aging rockstar had a more
active filter. Most everybody
else watches what they say,
but it’s almost as if Reed
would say what he wanted
and watch people’s reactions.
Actually, after being through
the music industry for years
and years, it’s doubtful that
Reed cared about his public
perception and said what he
wanted because, well, it was
what he wanted to say.
This disregard for reputation perhaps led to the release
of his 1975 album “Metal
Machine Music,” which is

literally an hour of feedback
from two guitars. It’s not entirely clear whether the album was some kind of joke,
a forerunner to noise music
or a piece of garbage made to
fulfill a contract — see “Everybody’s Rockin’” by Neil
Young. Either way, “Metal
Machine Music” shows that
Reed had guts. The record
had a negative impact on
his reputation within the industry, but he did it. Maybe
he laughed about it behind
closed doors or maybe he
valued its artistic merits, but
he did it.
All
anti-establishment
tendencies aside, I respect
Reed because he was a
brilliant musician, as evidenced on The Velvet Underground’s debut album.
Like many records that are
seen as groundbreaking only
long after their release, “The
Velvet Underground and
Nico” was under-appreciated
during its time, performing
poorly commercially and
critically. “Heroin,” which
clearly depicts heroin abuse,
was ranked No. 455 on Rolling Stone’s list of the 500
Greatest Songs of All Time.
The alternately soothing and
rushing track is a fine example of what the band stood
for: experimentalism set atop
a foundation of more-thanpalatable compositions.
So Lou, I’m sorry for not
getting to know you better
while you were around, but I
appreciate everything you’ve
done, and I’ll start paying
my respects by giving your
banana-covered opus the attention it deserves. You probably don’t care what I think,
though.

Barker, who thinks inclusion
is something people can always work on.
Friday featured a Desert
Dance Party where an award
was given for the best desert.
Coming Out Week con-

cluded on Saturday with the
Rainbow Circus where students dressed in Halloween
costumes and visited tables
with circus- and LGBTthemed games. Comedian
and fire juggler Keith Leaf
also performed.

Rachel Boudreau

For The Maine Campus
The 28th annual Maryann
Hartman Awards were given
to three women for their
hard work and dedication
to women’s studies, gender
studies and sexuality studies. The event took place on
Tuesday, Oct. 22 at the Buchanan Alumni House.    
The Women’s, Gender
and Sexuality Studies program at the University of
Maine, formerly known as
Women’s Studies, honored
Christine Hastedt, Betty
McCue-Herlihy and Terry
Moore with the Maryann
Hartman Award.
Hartman, for whom the
award was named, received
her Ph.D. from Bowling
Green State University in
1969 and then joined the
University of Maine faculty
as an assistant professor and
director of forensics. Hartman was known for her research in comparisons of
language patterns of Maine
women and men born before 1900, oral autobiographies of Maine women
before 1900, and the use of
oral interpretation to influence public policy. Hartman
died of cancer in 1980 at the

Union

from A10

located in the area just
outside of the University
Bookstore and featured
dance music as well as
candy for passersby. As
party goers arrived, they
had the opportunity to
enter the best costume
contest, with the winners being announced at
9 p.m.
Outside on the University Mall there was
a laser tag battleground
supplied by Party Vision,
a New England-based
party service company
who sent their own staff
to assemble the course.
The battleground itself
featured numerous inflat-

age of 53.
The Maryann Hartman
Award recognizes “distinguished Maine women and
their accomplishments in
the arts, politics, business,
education and community.”
Hastedt, from Freeport,
Maine, was recognized for
her career of “giving voice
within the legislature, state
agencies and courts to the
needs of low-income individuals and families in
Maine […] Today too is a
time where our voice needs
to be heard.” Hastedt is
currently the public policy
director of the Maine Equal
Justice Partners, which she
co-founded.
McCue-Herlihy,
from
Old Town, Maine, was
awarded the Maryann Hartman Award for her dedication to influencing the lives
of first-generation college
students through her work
in drug and alcohol services, academic advising,
mental health services and
disability services, as well
as serving as an adjunct instructor.”
“People have helped me
find my dream; now it is
my mission to help people
find their dream,” McCueHerlihy said. She currently

works with students in the
Cornerstone Program at
the University of Maine at
Augusta. The program was
founded in 1996.
Moore, the final recipient of the Maryann Hartman Award, was recognized
for her committed drive to
ending sexual assault and
harassment in the military.
Moore serves as a Governor’s Aide-de-Camp on
the Maine Veterans Homes
Board of Trustees and on the
board of advisors for www.
statesidelegal.org,
which
provides legal assistance to
military members, veterans
and their families.
A reception for present and past recipients and
their families and friends
was held in the Buchanan
Alumni House, with catering from the University of
Maine Catering.
To nominate a woman
for the Maryann Hartman Award, please contact
the Women’s, Gender and
Sexuality Studies Program
at the University of Maine
at 207-581-1228 to obtain
a nomination form, or go
to http://umaine.edu/womensstudies/files/2010/09/
NomForm121.pdf to print
off the nomination form.

able tombstones that the
combatants could use for
cover.
There was also a horse
and buggy that brought
students around campus.
It also acted as a transport for students who
were brave enough to
walk the haunted trail,
which was put on by the
UMaine Sophomore Eagles and Owls, a group of
sophomore students who
are in charge of raising
class spirit among underclassmen.
“We love the touch
of having the horse and
buggy bringing people
around so they can have
the full experience,”
Agnor said. “This way,
students [who walk the

haunted trail] can come
back and experience the
laser tag and the dance.”
A number of students
showed up with a variety
of costumes ranging from
electronic music duo
Daft Punk to the classics
like pirates and nurses.
In the end, the event
could not have been put
on if it weren’t for the
students who organized
and operated it behind
the scenes.
“Our Campus Activities Board is made up
of students, and they’ve
been a tremendous help in
the planning and implementation of the event,”
Agnor said. “We rely on
our departments student
staff to work the event.”

Album Review

Film Review

William Shatner
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Coming Out Week featured a number of events on campus. Halloween also made it’s presence felt with the late night events Friday.

Transsexuality major theme Candlelight vigil held for
of Coming Out Week
eating disorder awareness
Danielle Walczak
Staff Writer

According to the National Center for Transgender Equality, 90 percent of
transgender people experience workplace harassment.
Coming Out Week, held this
year from Oct. 21-26, is a
tradition at the University
of Maine, meeting recent
success through acceptance.
The week kicked off with
the raising of the Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual and Transgender flag in front of Fogler Library.
“It’s always the flag raising that really solidifies the
support that UMaine has for
this community,” said Chelsea Barker, LGBT Coordinator at UMaine.
This year, in addition to
the pride flag, 10 other flags
were hung from the main
entrance of the Memorial
Union representing the full
continuum of sexualities,
such as pansexual and asexual people.
Coming Out Week is not
a time to force people out of
their comfort zones, according to Barker, but a time for
“taking pride in being out
to the rest of the world and
showing other people that
it’s OK.”
“It’s a celebration of
people feeling that they are
free to be themselves,” said
Kaiya Hansen, president
of Wilde Stein, the LGBT
group on campus.
Students created a LGBT
support quilt on Monday as
well, and finished the day up
with “Queer Kick Ball” on
the Mall.
“I try to get students out
and doing active things. I re-

ally want to bridge the gap
between LGBT and athletics,” Barker said.
Tuesday night’s Spectrum
Spotlight, formerly known
as “Guess Who’s Gay?” encouraged audience members
to break stereotypes by asking questions to determine a
selected panel of students’
sexualities.

“A lot of things
that support the
community are
gay and lesbianbased, and we are
kind of overlooking bisexual,
transgender, things
like more resources
for those groups.”
Chelsea Barker
UMaine LGBT Coordinator
The focus of this Coming Out Week has been
geared more toward minority groups within the LGBT
community.
“Cisgender
people — individuals whose
self-perceptions of their genders match the sex assigned
at birth — outnumber transgender people anywhere
from 100-1 to 1,000-1,” according to Kling.
“A lot of the resources
and a lot of things that support the community are gay
and lesbian-based, and we
are kind of overlooking bisexual, transgender, things
like more resources for those
groups,” Barker said.
Co-sponsor
Women’s

Gender and Sexuality Program showed “Orchids,
My Intersex Adventure”
Wednesday. Barker wants to
have a second showing because she think intersex is a
sexuality that is often overlooked.
“We still probably need
to be inclusive of all the
identities which we claim to
represent. Like asexuality,
for example, is still pretty
invisible,” Hansen said.
On Thursday, Rebecca
Kling, a performing artist
and educator, led her workshop, “How to be An Ally
to the Transgender Community.”
Kling works to “push back
against simplistic views of
gender” through workshops
and her performances.
“Allies are hugely important to the acceptance
and support of any minority community, and the trans
community is no different in
that regard,” Kling said in an
interview.
Kling explained 26 percent of transgender people
have been fired for being
transgender, citing herself as
an example.
Thursday concluded with
Kling’s performance at the
Cyrus Pavilion Theater.
“We have a ways to go,”
Barker said after Kling’s
performance.
“Compared
to a lot of other schools,
this school is great. They’re
working on gender-neutral housing. We have some
gender-neutral bathrooms.
It’s difficult to complain because we have a lot of things
[other] schools don’t.
“But I would say the
See LGBT on A9

Jon Ouellette
Sports Editor

It is estimated that a
quarter of women on college campuses across the
United States currently
suffer from some form of
eating disorder, whether
that be anorexia nervosa,
bulimia nervosa, binge
eating disorder or one of a
lesser-known variety.
University of Maine
sorority Delta Phi Epsilon
took a step in promoting
the fight against these diseases by devoting an entire
week to the non-profit National Association of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders (ANAD),

one of D Phi E’s philanthropies. ANAD Week was
capped off with a candlelight vigil on the UMaine
Mall Thursday night.
“One of the things that
Delta Phi Epsilon is really
passionate about is being
who you are, all the time
— being the best self that
you can be and really honoring who you are,” said
fourth-year student Abby
Buckland, D Phi E’s vice
president of programming.
“I think that being
aware of these disorders
as something that happens
in our society — as something that is a big thing
in our society — it can’t
just be brushed off to the

side. It needs to be talked
about, even though it may
be uncomfortable, and it
does have a social stigma
attached to it. It’s all about
being who you are and being aware of who you are
and working to be better.”
Other events included
a bake sale, which raised
over $100, and a free yoga
class at the New Balance
Recreation Center Tuesday night.
Buckland said she was
“really impressed by” the
nearly 40 participants of
the vigil, along with the
turnout of the events leading up to Thursday night.
See Vigil on A8

UMaine gets spooky
with late night event
Cameron Paquette
News Editor

The Memorial Union
got spooky on Friday,
Oct. 25 as the University
of Maine’s annual Halloween late night event
got underway. The event
took place between 7 p.m.
and 11 p.m. and featured
the traditional dance in
the Bear’s Den, as well
as laser tag on the University Mall and horse
and buggy rides down the
“haunted” Dorian Trail.
The Union received a
major facelift from the
squad at Campus Activities and Student En-

gagement, who put the
event together. The railings were adorned with
cobwebs. Monsters and
ghosts hung from the
ceiling in the Bears Den
and a fog machine was
used at the entrance nearest to the University Mall
to give the Union a that
classic Halloween look.
Jessica Agnor, a recent
graduate of the University of Cleveland with a
master’s degree in higher
education
administration, is the assistant director for CASE and was
in charge of putting the
event together. The event
was put on through a col-

laboration between CASE
and the Campus Activities Board.
This is her first position since graduating,
and she is really excited
to be a part of UMaine’s
events staff.
“I really found a home
here,” Agnor said. “I’m
really loving my staff and
the students I work with
and the events we’ve been
putting on on campus.”
“This is carrying on a
tradition that we’ve done
for the last couple years
now,” Agnor said.
The dance floor was
See Union on A9
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Black Bears
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Miami
Kansas City
Buffalo
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
New York Giants

SUNDAY  SCORES
VS. New England
17
VS. Cleveland
23
VS. New Orleans
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VS. New York Jets
49
VS. Oakland
18
VS. Philadelphia
15

27
17
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9
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7
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Who to start and who
to sit in Week 9
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Men’s hockey ups win streak to three with sweep of UMass
Overtime winner, second period scoring key Black Bears in nonconference set against Minutemen
Jon Ouellette
Sports Editor

The University of Maine
men’s ice hockey team won
two games on home ice last
season. They’ve already
eclipsed that mark in 2013,
and it took just three total
games in the friendly confines of Alfond Arena to do
it.
The Black Bears skated to
a 3-2 overtime victory over
the University of Massachusetts Minutemen Friday
night before completing the
sweep with an 8-4 blowout
on Saturday. The two game
set marked the first of four
straight matchups between
these two Hockey East foes,
with next weekend’s showdown in Amherst counting towards the conference
standings.
“It’s two wins at home,”
said UMaine head coach
Dennis “Red” Gendron, who
was a UMass assistant coach

from 2005-2011. “Next
weekend’s games are league
games, so those are important too.”
“Obviously we need to attend to details a little bit better, especially on the penalty
kill,” UMass head coach John
Micheletto said. “We can’t
give up the easy backdoor
goals that we know they’re
all looking for. Again, attention to detail and just making
sure that you wrestle the momentum back when it gets
away from you.”
Special teams were responsible for most of the offense this weekend, as both
squads finished with a 4-12
effort on the power play.
The Black Bears improve
to 3-2 on the young season,
while the Minutemen fall to
2-4 overall and remain 0-1-0
in conference.
Leen’s overtime tally
pushes UMaine to 3-2 win
UMaine junior forward
Connor Leen netted the
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Senior forward Mark Anthoine tallied three goals in the weekend set against UMass.

Black Bears’ third goal of
the game on the power play
with 1:30 remaining in extra
time to give the Black Bears
the 3-2 victory over the Min-

utemen in Game One Friday
night.
UMaine went on the power play with just over two
minutes remaining in over-

time after junior defenseman
Mike Busillo was called for
a hook. UMaine sophomore
forward Devin Shore won
the puck below the goal line

after fellow sophomore Ryan
Lomberg applied back pressure and fed Leen in front for
the game-winner.
It was Leen’s first marker
of the season.
“It felt good to get that
one out of the way,” he said.
“It took a couple games but
it couldn’t have been a better
one to start the year.”
“That was a really entertaining hockey game. It’s
too bad we didn’t have more
folks here to see it, but if we
keep playing like that, then
we can fill this barn again on
a consistent basis,” Gendron
said. “Belief is a very big
part of being successful and
I think these kids are really
starting to believe in one another. It’s a lot of fun for me
to watch that.”
UMaine went 2-7 with the
extra skater Friday night after going 0-8 against Bentley
University last weekend.
See Men’s Hockey on b4

No. 11 UMaine football remains perfect in CAA
Andrew Stefanilo
Staff Writer

The No. 11 University of
Maine football team improved
to 7-1 Saturday afternoon
when they beat the No. 18 Villanova University Wildcats
37-35 to remain unbeaten in
Colonial Athletic Association
play with a record of 4-0 in
conference.
Villanova falls to 4-4 on
the year and 3-2 against CAA
opponents.
UMaine led for most of the
game, but a late surge by the
Wildcats put them down just
30-28 with with under 10 minutes remaining in the fourth
quarter. With 8:45 left, senior
quarterback Marcus Wasilewski ran for a 6-yard touchdown
to increase the Black Bear lead
to 37-28.
Villanova put a late touchdown in to cut the lead to just
two, but an interception by
UMaine senior defensive back
Kendall James with just seconds left eventually sealed the
win for the Black Bears.
Wasilewski was 28-34 with
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The No. 11 Black Bears wil put their 4-0 conference record on the line against Stony Brook.

337 yards and two touchdowns
in the air while rushing for 80
yards and another score.
Villanova quarterback John

Robertson kept the Wildcats
in the game, rushing for 214
yards with four touchdowns
and another through the air.

The first quarter started
with a 5-yard touchdown for
Robertson to put Villanova up
7-0, but a field goal and two

touchdowns had UMaine up
17-7 at the end of the opening
quarter.
Wasilewski hit junior wide
receiver Damarr Aultman to
put the Black Bears up 10-7
and sophomore running back
Nigel Jones increased it to 177 with a 15-yard touchdown
run.
UMaine put in two field
goals in the second quarter and
the Wildcats put up a touchdown when Robertson ran
41 yards to the house to cut
the Black Bear lead to 23-14
heading into halftime.
UMaine came out and put
another one in the end zone
in the beginning of the third
when Wasilewski hit junior
wide receiver Arthur Williams
from five yards out to give the
Black Bears a comfortable 3014 lead.
The Wildcats were not
done, however. Robertson
threw for a touchdown and
added his third rushing score
of the day with just 16 seconds
remaining in the third to bring
Villanova within two entering
the final period.

Women’s soccer finishes third in America East
Jacob Posik

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
women’s soccer team finishes
the regular season as the 3seed in America East with a
record of 8-5-4 overall and
5-2-1 in conference following
their victory against the University at Albany on Thursday
and their loss to Stony Brook
University on Sunday.
The Black Bears host
Binghamton University in the
America East quarterfinals
Thursday, Oct. 31, with kickoff slated for 1 p.m.
Achille nets game-winner
over Albany
UMaine defeated conference foe Albany Thursday
night in Albany, N.Y. by a
score of 2-1. Both teams combined to score all three goals
in the first nine minutes of action.
Albany falls to 1-14-1 on
the year overall and 0-6-1 in
America East play.
The Black Bears grabbed
an early 1-0 lead just 2:01 into
play when senior defensive
back Maggie Malone gathered the ball after a deflection
in the box and ripped a shot

past Albany junior goalkeeper of the year.
in net this season. Ubert made determined the winner of the
Jackie Ubert for her third goal
In the second half of regu- two saves in goal for Albany.
America East Conference.
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when sophomore forward The Black Bears will host Binghamton University in the America East quarterfinals Thursday.
first, ownEve
L’Abbe
ing the tiesent a cross to sophomore another goal despite several in double overtime spoils breaker against Stony Brook
midfielder Charlene Achille scoring opportunities.
UMaine senior day
by defeating them in a double
who dribbled into the box unUMaine outshot Albany
It was only fitting that the overtime bout that took place
contested. Without hesitation, 18-7 in the game. Swant made last game of the regular season on Oct. 17.
Achille fired a shot that soared two saves in net for the Black was a double overtime thriller,
past Ubert for her fourth goal Bears and improves to 8-4-3 and that its outcome ultimately See Women’s Soccer on b4

The fourth quarter would
prove to be just as close when
Wasilewski took in an 8-yard
rush to put the Black Bears up
37-28.
Robertson kept Villanova
in it when he ran for his final
touchdown after marching
the Wildcats 65 yards down
the field on a 12-play drive to
bring them within two once
again at 37-35.
Villanova would have a
shot at a game-winning drive
after forcing the Black Bears
to punt the ball away with 27
seconds left in regulation.
James intercepted the ball
on Robertson’s first pass of
the drive to cap off the barnburner.
The Black Bear offense was
running on all cylinders Saturday, out-gaining the Wildcats
by a 536-386 margin.
UMaine will look to push
their win streak to five games
when they host Stony Brook
University Nov. 2 at 12:30
p.m. Villanova visits James
Madison University the same
day, with kickoff scheduled
for 2:30 p.m.

Cal tops
UMaine
field
hockey 2-1
Anthony Panciocco
For The Maine Campus

The University of Maine
field hockey team saw their record fall to 9-8 after dropping
a 2-1 decision to the University of California Golden Bears
Sunday morning. The Golden
Bears, 2-6 in road games this
year, improved to 6-10.
California came on strong
in the first half, scoring both
of their goals. The first came
at the 28:13 mark off of a penalty corner. Junior forward
Lara Kruggel scored her seventh goal of the season, while
sophomore defenseman Natalie Gibbens and senior midfielder Shannon Elmitt were
credited with the assists.
Less than four minutes
See Field Hockey on b4
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Women’s ice hockey drops two to No. 8 Mercyhurst
Anthony Panciocco
For The Maine Campus

The University of Maine’s
women’s ice hockey team
dropped two road games to the
No. 8 Mercyhurst University
Lakers this past weekend. The
losses see the Black Bears’ record dip to 0-6-1 on the year,
while Mercyhurst improves to
4-3-1.
Mercyhurst now holds a 91-0 advantage in the all-time
series against the Black Bears
since their first meeting in 2000.
In their last five meetings, the
Lakers have outscored UMaine
28-4.
Treacy’s 43 stops not
enough, Lakers top UMaine
2-1
The Black Bears dropped
their first game 2-1 in a tight contest Friday evening. The scoring
took place exclusively in the first
and second periods, with Mercyhurst scoring in the open period and the two squads netting
matching goals in the middle
stanza.
The Lakers drew first blood
in the first period when sophomore forward Emily Janiga
took a pass from senior forward
Christine Bestland at the 2:38
mark before finding the twine to
give Mercyhurst a 1-0 lead heading into the first intermission.
UMaine has struggled with

scoring this season, as they have
The Lakers produced the Treacy, who stopped 41 of the lead Mercyhurst to 5-0 win      	
been outscored 18-6 in their first eventual game-winner 12 min- 43 shots she faced in Friday’s
Mercyhurst capped
six games, but with Mercyhurst utes later when Bestland re- contest. Treacy was named the off the weekend series with a
freshman defender Paige Horton corded her second point of the Hockey East Defensive Player of decisive 5-0 win over the Black
serving time in the penalty box day on a goal assisted by fellow the Week after making 50 saves Bears Saturday afternoon.
for high sticking,
The
LakUMaine scored
ers broke the
to tie the game
scoreless tie
at one.
6:38 into the
Early
in
second frame
the
period,
after a quiet
UMaine freshfirst period.
man defender
SophoJessica Vallotmore Jenna
ton notched the
Dingeldein
first goal of her
scored her first
young career
point of the
on the power
season with
play with asthe assist going
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to Cicero and
from fellow
sophomore
freshman Emiforward Kathy
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1-0 lead into
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riod despite
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor 26 saves from
the team lead
in points with The Black Bears will look to break into the win column against Northeastern Nov. 1.
Treacy in the
three apiece.
second.
The tally
Rothgery
was the Black Bears’ first goal senior forward Christie Cicero against the University of New started a huge third period for
on the man advantage this sea- and sophomore forward Maggie Hampshire in a 2-2 tie Oct. 20.
Mercyhurst in which they pepson. Their special teams played Rothgery.
On the other side of the ice, pered Treacy with 19 shots and
well Friday night, holding MerBestland is Mercyhurst’s Mercyhurst junior goaltender recorded four goals. Rothgery
cyhurst scoreless in their three career leader in games played, Amanda Makela produced 23 recorded her second point of
power play chances while going goals, assists and points.
stops to secure the win for the the season, assisted by a duo of
1-4 themselves with the extra
UMaine was anchored by Lakers.
seniors in Bestland and Kaleigh
skater.
sophomore netminder Meghann
Four third period goals Chippy.

Freshmen, Valjarevic propel men’s
basketball to exhibition win
Pirovic, forward Erik Nissen
and guard Mitchell Worcester — combined to score 33
of the Black Bears’ 83 points.
Reid-Knight lined the stat
sheet with seven points, six
assists, three steals and three
rebounds.
Junior guard Xavier Pollard chipped in 6 points, five
assists and one steal in the

42-18 on points in the paint
on Saturday.
Sports Editor
McGill’s 18 turnovers
translated to 21 UMaine
ORONO – With a repoints, while the Black
vamped roster that features
Bears’ mistakes turned into
six freshmen, five sopho12 points the other way.
mores, three juniors and zero
The Redmen, who were
seniors, it remains unclear
led by freshman guard Dele
what fans can expect from
Ogundokun’s 14 points on
the University of Maine
6-10 shooting, held a 12-9
men’s basketball team in
lead in the
2013.
first half afAfter Satter UMaine
urday’s seas o n - o p e n i n g Junior forward Zarko Valjarevic poured in 18 shot a frigid
from
83-57 exhibipoints on 6-10 shooting and four rebounds 4-16
the field to
tion
victory
to drive the UMaine offense on Saturday.
start the ball
over the Mcgame. The
Gill Univerensuing 15sity Redmen,
3 run by the
it appears the
Black Bears
future looks
win.
put UMaine up for good.
bright.
UMaine shot 47.6 percent
Junior shooting guard
Freshman guard/forward
Garet Beal added 13 points from the floor compared to Vincent Dufort finished with
on 5-11 shooting to lead McGill’s 36.4 percent show- 5 points in the contest and
the Black Bear rookies and ing. The Black Bears shot led McGill on the glass with
junior forward Zarko Val- 45 percent from the 3-point 10 rebounds.
Both teams’ next conjarevic poured in 18 points line, led by Valjarevic’s 4on 6-10 shooting to go along 7 showing from beyond the test comes against Laval
University. UMaine’s final
with four rebounds to drive arc.
The Black Bears were exhibition of the year tips
the UMaine offense on Satdominant inside as well, off at 7 p.m. next Friday in
urday.
UMaine’s first-year play- earning 20 second-chance the Memorial Gym, while
ers — Beal, guard Troy points on the heels of a 45- the Redmen travel to QueReid-Knight, forward Chris- 34 rebounding advantage. bec City for an 8 p.m. tipoff
tian Ejiga, forward Marko UMaine outscored McGill Nov. 8.

Jon Ouellette

Late-inning call leaves
permanent mark on 2013 WS
Column

Cody Lachance

For The Maine Campus
Game 3 of the 2013
World Series will forever be debated. Was there
interference, or was
there not interference?
Should the umpire have
called it in that situation, or should he have
let it slide?
What is definite is
that the Red Sox now
find themselves in a
non-ideal scenario down
2-1 with two games remaining in St. Louis
before the series shifts
back to Fenway Park, if
necessary.
Even before the obstruction call, the Red
Sox suffered from poor
managing. John Farrell
had an opportunity to
pull the double switch
and have a hitter bat for
relief pitcher Brandon
Workman and then bring

in another pitcher, most
likely Koji Uehara, to
pitch in the bottom of
the ninth inning.
Sox fans are also beginning to scratch their
heads about why Farrell
continues to start shortstop Stephen Drew. Drew
has shown absolutely
nothing offensively and
continues to put in bad
at-bats that do not help
the team move runners
or have any semblance
of productivity.
Farrell is starting to
feel the pressure to possibly put Xander Bogaerts at shortstop, and
start Will Middlebrooks
at third to help mix up
the lineup and get the
struggling Drew on the
bench. If Boston is going to find a way to win
the World Series, they
need better managing
from their skipper.
In the bottom of the
ninth inning, the Sox
found themselves in a

4-4 tie with runners on
second and third and one
out. Cardinals outfielder
Jon Jay took a Uehara
splitter up the middle.
Dustin Pedroia made
a diving stop to keep
the ball in the infield,
and gunned it home to
get the out at the plate,
which is where the trouble began.
Red Sox catcher Jarrod Saltalamacchia decided to try to get the
runner out at third instead of simply holding
onto the ball, a complete
misjudgment on his part
as baseball players are
taught at a young age to
simply hold the ball and
not make errors that lead
to easy runs.        	
The throw was made,
however, and the hobbled
Allen Craig got tangled
up with Middlebrooks as
the ball soared into left
field. Good heads-up defense led to the ball being quickly relayed back

Mercyhurst struck again
when Chippy got her second
point of the game and fifth of
the season to give the Lakers a
3-0 lead. The assists on the play
went to Rothgery and Donohue,
giving each their second point of
the contest.
Two minutes later, Donohue
put home a goal assisted by Cicero and sophomore forward Jaclyn Arbour. It was Arbour’s first
assist of the season and Cicero’s
fourth.
The final goal came on a connection between Mercyhurst’s
two leading scorers when Bestland sent a pass to sophomore
forward Emily Janiga who put
it home for her sixth goal of the
year.
The Lakers outshot the Black
Bears by a 60-22 margin Friday
afternoon.
Despite allowing five goals,
Treacy saved a career-high 55
shots. Makela was perfect in
goal for Mercyhurst, saving all
23 shots she was tasked with.
Makela was a major factor in
the weekend series, allowing just
one goal in two games.
UMaine returns home for
a big weekend slate against
Hockey East rivals Northeastern
University and the University
of Connecticut Nov. 1 and 3, respectively. Mercyhurst will take
to the road after an off weekend
when they play Robert Morris

Atlantic Division
outlook for 2013
The Atlantic Division
in the NBA’s Eastern Conf e r ence is
going
to see
s o m e
changes
in
ranki n g s
t h i s
season.
By Andrew
The
Stefanilo
Boston
Celtics
h a v e
dominated the division
for years, including a
string of five titles in a
row before last season’s
third place finish.
The New York Knicks
moved into position as
the best in the Atlantic.
Things will be a little
different this year with
the additions of Kevin
Garnett and Paul Pierce
to the Brooklyn Nets.
Look out for the Toronto Raptors this year
as well. They could potentially snag the eighth
playoff seed in the East,
but let’s not go too far
into the East as a whole
just yet.
The Knicks will most
likely win it again. The
Nets will have to get
used to their new roster
and the way Jason Kidd,
their new head coach,
runs things and it could
cost them some wins. Although I do see the Nets
getting the better of their
New York rivals come

playoff time, assuming
both reach the postseason, the Knicks have
proven to be a formidable
regular season squad and
should hold off Brooklyn
for the top spot.
The thing Brooklyn
needs to watch out for is
sliding in the standings
when they rest their veterans in the regular season. Resting them could
cost them some wins and
that could make the Nets
slide from a 3- to a 4-seed
overall in the conference
and give them a significantly harder matchup
in the first round of the
playoffs.
Third in the division
will be either Boston or
Toronto. For The Celtics, if Rondo comes back
at a reasonable time and
plays like the Rondo of
old, they could make a
run at the last playoff
spot. Add Avery Bradley, Jeff Green and some
more talent and they
won’t be as bad as most
fans are expecting.
The Raptors might actually be better than the
Celtics this year — a
shocker, I know — given
all the changes to Boston’s roster this season.
Again, it depends on how
the Celtics cope with
this new team and atmosphere, but Toronto’s
squad with Rudy Gay at
the helm may surprise
teams.
If the Raptors best the
Celtics and finish third
in the division, it would
be the first time they’ve
cracked the top three in

the Atlantic in three seasons. The last time was
when they finished 40-42
in 2009-10. If the Raptors sneak in with a No.
8-seed, it would be the
first time they’ve reached
the postseason since they
fell in five games to the
Orlando Magic in the
first round in 2008.
The 76ers will likely
round out the bottom of
the division. Philadelphia just has too much
uncertainty and with
what happened with Andrew Bynum last year
and first-round pick Nerlens Noel sitting out the
season, I don’t see it going well for the Sixers.
Losing Jrue Holiday, who
was without a doubt their
best offensive player last
season, to the New Orleans Pelicans doesn’t
help their chances either.
The Atlantic Division
will have some changes
this year. Expect to see
the Knicks and Nets battle it out for the division,
with each likely will
have a top five seed in
the East playoff picture.
Look for the Raptors to
surpass the Celtics this
year if Boston doesn’t
figure it out. Both teams
could be fighting for the
last one or two playoff
spots.
No matter what, this
division will offer plenty
of action and drama with
the New York rivalry and
the former Celtics playing in Brooklyn. A young
and upcoming Raptors
team adds to the mix.

to home, where it appeared that Saltalamacchia laid down the tag in
time to end the inning.
As it turns out, that
would not be the case.
Obstruction
was
called on Middlebrooks,
which allowed Craig to
score despite Salty’s tag.
Players ran to the umpire to plead their case,
but it was all for naught
as the play was final and
the game was over.
Major League Baseball is standing behind
their umpires in saying
that was the right call,
but the play is still highly controversial. I challenge anyone to recall
the last time a walk-off
occurred because of an
obstruction call.
The major point in
this case is that a call

like that should not end a
game of that magnitude.
The umpires are directly
altering the course of
this series with a call
like that. If there was
no obstruction called, I
don’t think there would
have been a large outcry
from the St. Louis Cardinals about the no call.
This World Series
is now altered forever.
I’m not saying that the
Red Sox would have
won the game, but they
clearly lost it because
of a horrible call from
bad officiating. The major sports need to have
officials stop altering
games on calls that are
vague and highly subjective.
Middlebrooks
should have had to tackle Craig to the ground
to justify that call, but

instead he merely tried
to get off the ground and
got caught up with the
baserunner.
If Boston ends up going on to lose this series,
the team and fans alike
will have a very bad
taste in their mouth over
the offseason because
of the umpires’ decision
in a pivotal moment in
Game 3.
It’s one thing to lose
to a better team, but
it is something completely different to lose
due to poor officiating.
Although adversity is
something this Red Sox
team is not unfamiliar
with, they face a lot of
it as they try to climb
their way back into this
series and bring another
championship banner to
Yawkey Way.
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Why college athletes cannot get paid
Anthony Panciocco
For The Maine Campus

When it comes to paying
college athletes, everybody
has an opinion. Facts outweigh opinions, however,
and the fact is that paying
college athletes would be
both immoral to the athletes
and detrimental to university athletic departments.
There is no feasible way
to pay every college athlete
a stipend, as some have suggested. The argument for a
stipend is to set aside some
of the revenue from the
highest-grossing teams at
the school and spread that
wealth between all the athletes at the price of $2,000
per student. This is simply
impractical as the revenue
from those high-grossing teams — usually football, basketball or hockey
— are already redistributed
throughout universities’ athletic teams.

This redistributed money is used to pay for travel
costs, uniforms and field
maintenance. Without these
funds, less spotlight-heavy
teams such as field hockey
and cross country would
bear the brunt of the blowback. Unable to continue
operations, it would be nearly impossible for universities to keep funding as many
teams as they do now.
Athletic
departments
themselves very rarely
generated enough money
to cover their expenses in
2012. According to a USA
Today Sports, just 23 of 228
athletic departments were
able to cover their own expenses last year. This means
that 205 athletic departments had to receive subsidies to cover their operating
costs. If there was an excess
of money to share, there is
little to no doubt it should go
to the student athletes, but
there simply isn’t enough

money to go around.
So if we cannot give
stipends to every student
athlete, how about just the
ones that bring in money for
their school? I mean, isn’t it
fair that the ones bringing

Athletic departments themselves very
rarely generated enough money to
cover their expenses in 2012. Just 23 of
228 athletic departments were able to
cover their own expenses last year.
publicity and income to the
school be given more than
those that play sports out of
the spotlight?
Well, to put it simply: no.
Just because a football player is featured on SportsCenter, it does not give them an
edge over the cross country
runner who put the same
amount of work and dedication into his or her sport.

Fantasy football
advice for Week 9
Column
With Week 8 in the books,
here are some changes you
c a n
m a k e
to your
fantasy
roster
for this
w e e k ’s
slate of
games
to maxiBy Jacob
m i z e
Posik
y o u r
point
total.
Start ‘em
Buffalo wide receiver
Stevie Johnson is past due
for a big performance, and I
believe he will have one this
week against Kansas City.
The Bills have been playing
well with quarterback Thad
Lewis at the helm, and I believe Johnson will be able
to put up some big numbers
against the Chiefs.
The Chiefs have been
solid all season, but the
Bills are hot, and I think
the offense there believes in
Lewis’ ability to give them
the best chance of winning.
Johnson is agile, and a real
possession wideout across
the middle of the field. He
has the speed to pile up
yards after the catch.
The Chiefs’ defense loves
to get after the quarterback,
and Lewis will likely target
Johnson early and often as

his safety valve. This should
translate to a better fantasy
performance from the wideout than in recent weeks.
Charles Clay deserves a
start this week for the Miami
Dolphins against the Cincinnati Bengals. Clay is a great
option at tight end and has
caught a touchdown pass
two weeks in a row. He has
developed as a big red zone
target for quarterback Ryan
Tannehill, and even though
Tannehill has been struggling the last few weeks
after his hot start, he’s been
finding ways to get the ball
to Clay in the scoring areas.
T.Y. Hilton is another
wide receiver to watch in
Week 9. The Indianapolis
Colts have been consistent
this year, and have pulled off
victories against good teams
like Denver and Seattle.
Hilton is crucial to the
Colts’ success, and quarterback Andrew Luck always seems to find him on
the field. Hilton has enough
speed to be a threat when
out in open space, and also
has the ability to go up and
get balls over cornerbacks.
Against a struggling Houston Texans squad, Hilton
shouldn’t have much trouble
racking up points.
Sit ‘em
Wideout Vincent Jackson
is facing a stout and formidable defense in the Seattle
Seahawks, and should be
confined to the bench this

The football player may
bring in more money for the
university, but it would be
immoral to give one player
precedence over another
when they both gave back
everything they could to

week if you have other options at wide receiver. The
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
have been having all sorts
of trouble since benching
and releasing quarterback
Josh Freeman, and I don’t
see Tampa’s luck turning
around this week. Jackson is a threat and one of
the better receivers in the
league, but not having a
quarterback that can get
him the ball really puts a
damper on his fantasy output. Until Tampa Bay turns
things around, Jackson
likely won’t accumulate the
points we’re used to seeing
out of him.
If the New York Jets play
the same defense they played
against New England this
week, Jimmy Graham may
not be your best option at
tight end this week. Graham
is statistically the best tight
end in the game, but the Jets
are the best at giving great
quarterbacks trouble, as
seen against New England a
few weeks ago.
The Jets are capable of
controlling a game because
of their defense, and the
only way you can control
the Saints is by controlling
Drew Brees, which means
limiting the amount of receptions Graham has. I believe the Jets are capable of
doing this, so if you have
another viable option at
tight end, it just may be in
your best interest.

the school. That cross country runner has put in just as
much time as that quarterback, so the quarterback is
no more deserving of extra
money than the cross country runner is.
Not only is it immoral to
pay one player and not another, it is also illegal.
Title IX states that: “No
person in the United States

shall, on the basis of sex, be
excluded from participation
in, be denied the benefits of,
or be subjected to discrimination under any education
program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.”
If that sounds exactly
what would be happening
here, that’s because it is.
Seeing as men’s sports statistically bring in more money
than women’s sports, they
would get an advantage as
far as getting paid for play.
It wouldn’t take five minutes for a lawsuit to be filed,
one that the NCAA would
almost certainly lose, if an
agreement to pay athletes
based on revenue brought to
the school was made.
It is not as if college
athletes go unrewarded for
their work.
The Federal Reserve
Bank of New York reports
that there is $902 billion
in outstanding student loan

debt in the United States
today. A CNN study reports
students graduating in 2012
found themselves averaging $35,200 in debt. Many
student athletes, particularly
those in high-revenue sports,
are given substantial scholarships to play the sport
they love. In some cases,
they are given scholarships
covering not just tuition but
their schoolbook costs.
They are given the chance
to continue playing the sport
they love and are given financial assistance for school
along with this opportunity.
Student athletes are valuable members of university communities, bringing
pride and sometimes fame
with their athletic prowess.
While they bring so much to
the school, in return they are
given financial assistance
and an opportunity to continue doing what they love,
which is the way it should
be.

Uncertainty surrounding
Lakers in 2013
Column
Last week, Lakers Executive Vice President of
Basketball Operations
J i m
B u s s
told the
media
he was
fed up
w i t h
By Jacob
hearing
Posik
rumors
about
the possibility that his organization will trade or release Kobe Bryant before
he returns from the Achilles
tendon injury he suffered at
the end of last season.
“I want to put an end
to any speculation that we
would allow Kobe to become a free agent,” Buss
said. “That’s not going to
happen. Kobe is a top priority for us. He’s a Laker
legend and always will be.
I don’t think we’re done
winning
championships
with him yet.”
Buss’ bold words beg the
question: will Kobe Bryant
win another championship
with the Lakers?
Looking at what they’re
working with, there’s hope.
Once Kobe returns, the
Lakers starting five will
likely be Steve Nash, Bryant, Pau Gasol and newly
acquired players Nick

Young and Chris Kaman.
The bench has also gained
depth in the offseason, with
the acquisitions of wing
players Wesley Johnson
and Xavier Henry.
With fresher, younger
legs in Young, Johnson and
Henry, head coach Mike
D’Antoni may be able to
get his team into faster offensive sets, more similar
to what he ran in New York
with the Knicks.
Kaman and Gasol have
worked well together in
the preseason thus far, and
there’s hope for the tandem
in the paint this year. Gasol
has always been one of the
best passing big men in the
league and always averages
a double-double, and Kaman is a quality fundamental rebounder and low post
threat. Both big men are
aging, however, which may
be a problem when facing
younger, more athletic big
men.
Jordan Hill and Steve
Blake are two bench players returning for the Lakers. Blake is usually one of
the higher-scoring players
off the bench for the Lakers, and is able to go off
from the three-point line
if he gets into a rhythm.
Hill is coming off an injury
from last season, so it will
be interesting to note how
he plays and where he fits
in LA’s scheme.
Ultimately, the Lakers’

chances of contention this
year will come down to
how Kobe plays after his
return. Kobe is aging as
well, and at 35, playing at
the level he was playing at
prior to tearing his Achilles could be impossible. He
may lose lateral quickness
and be hesitant to pivot or
shoot on that ankle. This
could create problems for
Kobe early in the season,
and he may not be able to
return to his regular form.
Despite losing Dwight
Howard to Houston in free
agency, LA may actually
be improved given the fact
that they’re younger and
more athletic. It’s hard to
see them contending in a
stacked Western Conference, however, especially
with so much uncertainty
surrounding their best
player and his return to the
hardwood.
They would need younger, all-star caliber players
surrounding Kobe to have a
real shot. I’m not counting
the Lakers out given their
history of player spending
and the fact that they have
the second-most championships in NBA history, but
Buss may have jumped the
gun with his assertion that
LA can still contend for
titles in the Bryant era.

WANT TO
WRITE?
The Maine Campus is hiring!

With the winter sports season getting underway, The Maine
Campus Sports Section is looking to add some depth to its roster.
If interested, contact Sports Editor Jonathan Ouellette on
FirstClass.
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Men’s Hockey

The Black Bears capitalized on a 5-on-3 power play
with just under six minutes
remaining in the period to
go up by two. Shore showed
off his playmaking ability,
wielding around the right dot
before feeding sophomore
defenseman Ben Hutton
along the goal line who was
able to beat Mastalerz top
shelf. Henke was awarded
his second assist of the night,
while both Shore and Hutton
each earned their first point
of the season.
UMass got one back a
little over two minutes later
on a goal by freshman forward Ray Pigozzi, who entered the zone with speed up
the left side before beating
Ouellette low on the stick
side to cut into the lead. He
was assisted by Busillo and
fellow freshman forward
Troy Power.
UMaine continued to dictate the flow in a second period that was highlighted by
physical play. Mastalerz was
huge in the second stanza
to keep UMass within one,
including a flurry of stops
against UMaine freshman
forward Blaine Byron around
the 17-minute mark.
“[Mastalerz] gave us a

team played well defensively the whole game,” Ouellette said.
UMaine freshmen shine
in 8-4 win
In the words of Coach

UMass freshman goaltender Alex Wakaluk, who was
making his first career start
in net. Henke was assisted
by sophomore defenseman
Conor Riley, the first of three

the extra skater, this time to
Anthoine.
Junior defenseman Jake
Rutt capped the second period scoring on a wrister from
the point with 4.7 seconds

Women’s Soccer

Ashley Castanio was terrific
in net for Stony Brook, however, making 13 saves and
improving to 11-5-1 on the
year. Swant made one save in
net for the Black Bears, and
falls to 8-5-3 on the season.
The game nearly ended in
the first overtime. UMaine
senior midfielder Lisa Bijman had a great scoring opportunity when she rifled a
shot from inside the box at
Castanio. Castanio made a
tremendous save on the play,
laying out and deflecting the
Bijman shot with her right
leg, effectively killing any
Black Bear momentum heading into the second overtime.
After the festivities of senior day had concluded, the
action began when a Stony
Brook direct kick struck the
cross bar. Seawolves sopho-

more defender Stella Norman controlled the rebound
and sent a shot past Swant
for her third tally of the year
to put Stony Brook up 1-0.
The Black Bears answered the call at the 55minute mark when L’Abbe
received a pass upfield and
rocketed a shot from outside
the box that nailed the goal
post before ricocheting into
the net for her fourth goal of
the season.
Before action began on
Sunday afternoon, UMaine
honored its senior players
Haley Lipinksi, Bijman,
Meaghan Bradica, Maggie
Malone and Nikki Misener
for their years of service as
members of the women’s
soccer team and the UMaine
community.

Field Hockey

season, leading the team in
both points and goals with
10 and 26, respectively. She
is part of a strong junior class
that accounts for 59 of their
147 goals this season.
Though the second half
came and went without either
team lighting the scoreboard,
it was not devoid of action.
In the last eight minutes,
the Black Bear offense came
alive. They put pressure on
the California defense, peppering Hendrickson with five
shots without allowing a shot
on their own goal. Hendrickson stood strong, however,
saving each shot she was
tasked with.
Ford saved four of the six
shots that came her way, while
Hendrickson saved 9 of 10 to
lead her team to a victory.
While their record is less

first period, with a secondary
assist going to senior forfrom B1
ward Branden Gracel.
Swavely got his own
shorthanded goal 6:30 into
“It was exciting. It was
the final period after creatvery exciting for the fans that
ing a turnover in the UMass
came, it was hard fought, and
zone and beating Mastalerz,
either team could’ve won the
who had replaced Wakaluk
hockey game. It’s way better
to begin the final frame, low
that we got more than them,”
on the glove side to make it
Gendron said. “Getting the
7-2.
game-winner on a power
The Minutemen took
play was awesome for our
the
play to the Black Bears
team.”
in
the
third with two power
The Black Bears carried
play
goals,
but could not
the play through the first
keep the puck out of their
two periods despite headown net enough to overcome
ing into the third with the
UMaine’s second period exscore tied at two. They carplosion.
ried the 5-on-5 play and held
Power and Iacobellis contheir own against the potent
nected
again for Power’s
UMass power play in the
second
goal of the night
first 40 minutes, outshooting
halfway
through the period,
the Minutemen by a 28-14
and Pereira added his second
margin.
marker of the night on a re“We played poorly for 40
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor bound with just over seven
minutes,” Micheletto said.
minutes left to cut the deficit
The
Black
Bears
now
travel
to
Massachusetts
to
finish
their
four-game
stretch against UMass.
“We wanted to come, we
to 7-4. He was assisted by
didn’t get to the guts of the
left
for
his
first
goal
of
the
Sheary and Hanley.
Gendron:
“I
guess
scoring,
assists
for
the
blue
liner
on
ice especially in the offenseason,
which
was
assisted
Anthoine scored his secfor
tonight
at
least,
wasn’t
an
the
night.
sive zone, we stayed on the
by
Steven
Swavely,
to
put
ond
and final goal of the eveissue.”
The
Minutemen
used
their
perimeter and cycled. We dening on a shorthanded empIt’s hard to sum up an first power play chance of UMaine up 6-2.
cided we wanted to play hard
“Tonight it just seemed ty-netter after UMass pulled
eight-goal outburst any bet- the game five minutes later
in the third, but you can’t do
to
click,” Byron said. “We Mastalerz on the power play
ter
than
that.
to
retake
the
lead
at
2-1.
Sethat in this men’s game, this
played
a good team and luck- for the 6-on-4 advantage,
UMaine
used
six
second
nior
forward
Michael
Pereira
league.”
period goals by six different drove the net with speed ily we came out with a win. getting a nice bounce off
UMaine netted the first
goal-scorers, four of them down the right side before It was a good, all around the sideboards in the neutral
goal seven minutes into the
freshmen, beating Ouellette on a back- team game. I thought we re- zone to cap the scoring at 8game on a rush
to coast to hand through the five-hole ally tried to use our speed 4.
down the right
Both teams finished
an 8-4 win for the 88th point of his ca- and create chances. We were
side boards by
“Obviously
they
were
terrific.
They
did
the
able
to
capitalize
on
them
towith
32 shots on net. Ouelreer,
which
places
him
in
the
in
Game
freshman fornight.”
lette
produced 28 stops for
top
20
on
UMass’
all-time
Two
Saturjob
on
the
power
play,
they
did
the
job
ward Josh Hen“We
had
a
great
[first
peUMaine
while Mastalerz
scoring
list.
He
was
assisted
day
night.
ke, who gained
on even strength. Just a terrific effort.”
riod],” Micheletto said. “It and Wakaluk combined for
After a by Hanley and Wakaluk.
the zone before
Byron earned his first just changed quickly, even 24 saves on Saturday.
dominant
whipping a pass
point
of the contest after at 4-2 with 2:02 to go. It
Gendron was pleased
o
p
e
n
i
n
g
Dennis
“Red”
Gendron,
head
coach,
men’s
ice
hockey
across the goalMorgan
picked
up
his
rewould’ve
been
nice
to
get
with
the production he saw
period
by
mouth. Senior
UMass that bound and beat Wakaluk on into the clubhouse just down from his team as a whole
forward Mark
Anthoine was there to deflect chance to win. We did not saw the Minutemen jump the doorstep for both play- two and try to regroup and this weekend, and hopes it
the puck past UMass junior play very well in front of out to a 1-0 lead, the Black ers’ first career point that tied refocus, and before we know continues when these squads
it it’s 6-2. So again, hope- meet again in Amherst.
Bears turned to their fresh- the game once again at two.
netminder Steve Mastalerz him,” Micheletto said.
The tying goal came on men for a spark early on in
Byron got his second fully it’s a learning experi“We want to be dangerfor his second goal of the
the
power
play
with
just
over
helper
on
ous through four
the
second
stanza.
Forwards
season. Sophomore forward
the
power
six
minutes
remaining
in
the
Byron,
Henke,
Cam
Brown
“Tonight it just seemed to click. It was a good, lines,” he said.
Steven Swavely also earned
play
after
“We want everysecond
period.
UMass
senior
and
Brian
Morgan
combined
an assist on the play.
all-around team game. I thought we really body to contribBoth goalies, Mastalerz forward Conor Sheary beat for seven points in the pe- a beautitried to use our speed and create chances. ute offensively
and UMaine senior Martin three Black Bear defend- riod, four of them belonging ful passing
play
I don’t see
ers
through
the
slot
before
to
Byron,
to
propel
UMaine
Ouellette, performed well to
We were able to capitalize on them tonight.” and
in
the
any
reason
why
wristing
one
by
Ouellette
for
to
a
6-2
lead
heading
into
the
keep the game close. Masattackthey can’t.”
talerz stopped 34 of the 37 his first goal of 2013. Senior final stanza.
Blaine Byron, freshman forward, men’s ice hockey
“I think it’s
“Obviously they were ter- ing zone.
shots he faced in the loss, defenseman Joel Hanley was
credited
with
an
assist
on
the
B
r
o
w
n
nice,”
Brown
rific,”
Gendron
said.
“They
while Ouellette saved 27 of
play.
said.
“I
think
it
was
the
did
the
job
on
the
power
29 to get the win.
Despite the fact neither play, they did the job on even beneficiary this time, one- ence and we head back into shows we have good depth
“It was fun. [Mastalerz]
on the team. I mean everyplayed a great game, it was team was able to find the strength. They used speed, timing a shot into the open league play now.”
twine,
the
third
period
was
The
goals
came
in
a
varibody was contributing last
net
for
his
first
point
as
a
got
the
puck
to
the
net
and
a great battle until the end.
not
devoid
of
action.
ety
of
ways
Saturday
night,
night and this night so it’s
Black
Bear
to
give
UMaine
looked
for
rebounds.
On
the
It was good to get that home
Ouellette and Mastalerz power play they had poise to its first lead of the game at including three shorthanded looking good for the fuwin for sure,” Ouellette
matched each other save for find people in positions to 3-2.
tallies and an empty-netter.
ture.”
said.
save
in
the
third
period
and
Byron
added
a
goal
of
his
Power
and
fellow
freshPuck drop for both conput
pucks
away.
I
mean
just
“We played alright,”
overtime
until
Leen’s
gameown
on
the
power
play
four
man
forward
Steven
Iacotests
next weekend is scheda
terrific
effort.”
Mastalerz said. “That’s not
Henke tied the game a minutes later to get the score bellis combined for Power’s uled for 7 p.m.
our hockey we want to play winner.
“They had a push late in little over 1:30 into the pe- to 4-2 before earning his shorthanded marker that
every night; we know that,
the
third and I had to make riod on a shot from the top third assist of the night on broke the scoreless tie less
we know we can be better.
a
couple
saves there but the of the right circle that beat yet another opportunity with than three minutes into the
We will be tomorrow night.”

from B1

Stony Brook ends the
regular season with a record
of 11-5-1, 6-2-0 in conference.
The Seawolves netted the
game-winner just under three
minutes into the second overtime. Sophomore defender
Priscilla Wiggins made a
pass through the UMaine
box that deflected off the
body of a defender and into
the air. There to recover the
leftovers was freshman midfielder Elise Pratt, who headed the ball past the outreaching arms of Swant to lift the
Seawolves to the 2-1 win.
UMaine outshot Stony
Brook 28-9 on the afternoon.
Redshirt junior netminder

from B1

later, the Golden Bears added
to their lead. Sophomore forward Nicole Wallstedt put
one past UMaine sophomore
goaltender Natasha Ford for
her second goal of the year,
with the assist going to senior
forward Jordan O’Reilly.
With just over 11 minutes
left in the half, UMaine junior
forward Annabelle Hamilton
took it upon herself to score
an unassisted goal, cutting
the deficit to one. The Golden
Bears attempted to clear the
ball, but Hamilton intercepted
it and rifled a shot past junior
netminder Courtney Hendrickson for her tenth goal of
the year.
Hamilton has had a great

than stellar, it does not reflect
the talent of California. Only
two of their losses were by
more than two scores this season, with two of those defeats
coming in double overtime.
The Golden Bears return
home to play Stanford University in their final home
game of the year on Thursday, Oct. 31.
The Black Bears will travel to Providence College Oct.
28 before returning home to
finish off their regular season
Nov. 2 in an American East
game against the University
of Vermont.
UMaine is within striking distance of the first-place
University of New Hampshire Wildcats and will look
to close the gap in the final
two contests before postseason play begins.
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Scores from around
the conference

B

Mon. OCT. 28

Field hockey @ Providence, 4
p.m.

Thurs. OCT. 31

Women’s soccer vs. Binghamton, 1 p.m.

Fri. NOV. 1

Men’s ice hockey @ UMass, 7
p.m.
Men’s basketball vs. Laval, 7
p.m.
Women’s ice hockey vs. Northeastern, 7 p.m.
Swimming and diving @ Providence, 6 p.m.

FOOTbAll
10/26

Stony Brook
UNH
William and Mary
James Madison
Villanova
UMaine
Richmond
Towson
Rhode Island
Delaware

13
31
17
7
35
37
32
48
13
35

Sat. Nov. 2

Men’s and women’s XC America
East Championships @ Binghamton, 10 a.m.
Field hockey vs. Vermont, 12
p.m.
Football vs. Stony Brook, 12:30
p.m.
Men’s ice hockey @ UMass, 7
p.m.
Women’s basketball vs. New
Brunswick, 7 p.m.

Upcoming Games

MEN

Sun. Nov. 3

Women’s ice hockey vs. UConn,
2 p.m.
Swimming and diving @ BC,
TBA

HOckEy
MEN
10/25

10/26

Northeastern
St. Lawrence
BU
Michigan
UMass-Lowell
Michigan St.
UMass
UMaine (F/OT)
UNH
Rensselaer

6
3
1
2
4
1
2
3
2
4

10/27

Northeastern
St. Lawrence
UMass-Lowell
Michigan
BU
Michigan St.
UMass
UMaine
BC
Minnesota

4
6
2
1
1
3
4
8
1
6

Albany
Princeton

3
5

FIEld HOckEy
10/23
10/25
10/26

Crossword
Solution

10/27

Vermont
Dartmouth
UNH
UMass-Lowell
Albany
Fairfield
California
UMaine
Vermont
UNH

2
3
5
0
6
1
2
1
0
7

Suduko
Solution

WOmEN

